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Massanutten Resort &
Indoor WaterPark
A breathtaking property, Massanutten Resort
features 6000 acres of mountain fun at its very
best. Unique in size, variety of amenities, and
outstanding condo and hotel accommodations,
Massanutten has secured its spot as one of the
premier all-seasons resort destinations on the East
Coast. Located in the heart of the Shenandoah
Valley and only 45 minutes from Charlottesville,
Massanutten is very easily accessible.
Recently named one of the Top 10 Best Indoor
Waterparks in America by Budget Travel,
Massanutten WaterPark is home to eight
awesome tube and body slides, the Adventure
River, kiddie area, and even indoor surfing!
The Park also features three restaurants, a
huge arcade area, surf shop, and an Outdoor
WaterPark that is open during the summer
months. Massanutten WaterPark is party central
hosting birthday bashes and group outings.
Widely known as ‘the place where families
learn how to ski together’, Massanutten
Resort has been offering a snow sports
experience unlike most other resorts for
over 40 years. This experience extends well
beyond just skiing. Washingtonian recently
named Massanutten the best snowtubing in
the region. This, along with year-around zip
line experiences, skiing & snowboarding, ice
skating, and many season pass options for all
budgets, there is no wonder why Massanutten
hosts over one million vacationers and day
trippers each year.
1822 Resort Drive
Massanutten, Virginia 22840

540.289.9441
Reservations: 540.289.4952
Main:

massresort.com
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DELVING INTO HISTORY

The University of Virginia
The University of Virginia was founded
by President Thomas Jefferson in 1819,
toward the end of his life. Jefferson — who
lived nearby at his mountaintop home,
Monticello — was deeply involved
in the creation of the university,
planning the curriculum, recruiting
the initial faculty and designing what
he called the Academical Village, a tidy
arrangement of residential and academic
buildings around a rectangular, terraced
green space, called the Lawn.
Jefferson’s vision was to create a public university offering courses
of study in professions beyond religion and politics — the first of its
kind in the United States. It was also the first university in the U.S. to
use an elective course system.
When it opened for classes in 1825, the University of Virginia’s
eight-person faculty taught ancient and modern languages, moral and
natural philosophy, chemistry, law and medicine. The initial 68 students
came from the U.S. South and West, and most were not Virginians.
Over the 190 years since it opened, the University has seen an
immense amount of change, and for much of the 20th century, it
struggled to adapt to shifting social norms. The first African-American
student graduated in 1953, and it was not until 1970 that UVA admitted
its first female undergrads. These social evolutions ultimately benefited
the University, which in the latter part of the 20th century began to
solidify its modern position as one of the finest public universities in
the country. Since U.S. News & World Report began a listing of the top
50 public universities, the University has never been ranked lower than
No. 2. Also, in the listing of all national universities, UVA has never
dropped out of the top 25.
Rotunda | The focal point of the Academical Village is the Rotunda,
which stands at the north end of the Lawn. Jefferson designed the
building, modeling it on the Pantheon in Rome, though at half its
diameter and height. Originally the University of Virginia’s library, the
Rotunda today is the most recognizable symbol of the University.
In October 1895, a fire gutted the Rotunda, leaving only the
brick walls intact. New York architect Stanford White designed a new
UVA ROTUNDA AT NIGHT. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF CASSIDY GIRVIN AND
THE CHARLOTTESVILLE ALBEMARLE CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU)
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All funds for the renovation have been
raised through private philanthropy and
state appropriations.
The Lawn | The rectangular green space
in the nexus of the Academical Village,
the Lawn is flanked by the Rotunda to
the north, four rows of colonnades to the
east and west, and the Old Cabell Hall,
Rouss Hall and Cocke Hall to the south.
Facing the east and west sides of
the Lawn are the 10 Pavilions and
54 student rooms, part of Jefferson’s
original designs. He created the
Pavilions to reflect his classification
of the branches of learning, each with
its own design. The student rooms
face outward from the Lawn complex,
situated in colonnades that surround
those on the edge of the Lawn, called
the Range.
Since the University’s inception, the
Lawn has been a gathering place for
students, faculty and alumni. Graduation
exercises are held on the Lawn every May.
On Halloween, locals bring their children
to trick-or-treat along the colonnades.

THE ACADEMICAL VILLAGE. (ILLUSTRATION BY MARIA RABINKY)

interior, changing the original three-level interior layout to one with two
levels, among other changes. The rebuilt Rotunda was completed in 1899.
In the 1970s, students, alumni and faculty raised funds to renovate
the Rotunda to more closely align with Jefferson’s original vision,
including restoring the three-story layout. The Rotunda reopened in
1976 on Jefferson’s birthday — April 13. Queen Elizabeth II visited
the Rotunda as one of five American sites she visited publicly for the
country’s bicentennial.
In 2012, the Rotunda entered a new phase of renovation, which
included restoring historical features — including 16 new marble capitals
on the outside columns — and updating the complex’s utility systems.
16
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Edgar Allan Poe | The American writer
Edgar Allan Poe, famous for his poems
and tales of the macabre, attended the
University of Virginia from February to
December 1826. His room is thought to
have been No. 13, amid the colonnades along the
outside western edge of the Academical Village,
called the West Range.
The Raven Society, an alumni group,
maintains No. 13 as a shrine to Poe, and
visitors can view the room from its glass front
door, pressing a button for a recording that
sheds light on Poe’s time at UVA. The room has
been outfitted with furniture that is authentic to
the period when Poe attended classes here but has
no direct connection to the author.

HENRY MARTIN. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF THE HOLSINGER STUDIO
COLLECTION. ALBERT AND SHIRLEY SMALL SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY.
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA.)

Local Lore | Each day from 1847 through 1909, Henry Martin
rang the Rotunda bell to signal the hours and the beginning and
ending of class periods at the University of Virginia.
Born into slavery at Monticello in 1826 — legend has it, on
July 4, the day Thomas Jefferson died — Martin eventually became the head janitor at the University. His day began at 4 a.m.,
and he was dedicated to his role as the University’s bell-ringer,
including sounding the alarm when smoke was detected at the
Rotunda in the 1895 fire.
“I’ve been as true to that bell as to my God,” he is reported to
have said.

UNESCO World Heritage Site | Based on its architectural and cultural
significance, the Academical Village at the University of Virginia —
along with Thomas Jefferson’s home, Monticello — has been designated
as a United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) World Heritage Site.
“The University of Virginia is a fine example of the architectural
ideal of the Age of Enlightenment put to use in the great educational
programme of the third President of the United States,” UNESCO
said in its 1987 Statement of Significance, describing the important
elements of the site.
Discover Charlottesville
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Court Square
The courthouse at Court Square has a significant distinction:
three early American presidents — Thomas Jefferson, James Madison
and James Monroe — all practiced law at this site, which has been
used as a courthouse continuously for more than 250 years at the
same location on Jefferson Street, between Market and High streets
in downtown Charlottesville.
The original wood frame courthouse was constructed in 1762,
the year Charlottesville was founded. That building was supplanted
in 1803 by a brick building, now the north wing of the present
courthouse, which became the heart of public and commercial life in
the city with its adjacent public square filled with shops and taverns as
well as a whipping post, stocks, a pillory and stone jail for those who
broke the law. The south wing was added in 1860, and the courthouse
since has undergone extensive renovations.
Jackson Park | This 17,500-square-foot green space features a
sculpture of Confederate Gen. Thomas “Stonewall” Jackson on
horseback. Installed in the park adjacent to the courthouse in 1922,
it is considered one of the finest equestrian statues in the nation.
Slave Auction Site | Because Court Square was central to life in early
Charlottesville, it was also the hub of the city’s slave trade. A small plaque
in the shadow of a nearby statue of Gen. “Stonewall” Jackson marks the
spot where enslaved African-Americans were bought and sold.
Court Square Fountain | In the late 1800s, four fountains were
installed in the Court Square area, designed to provide fresh water
for Charlottesville residents, their horses and animals. One of these
fountains was removed when the Monticello Hotel was built in 1926
and was restored and reinstalled at the intersection of East Jefferson
Street and 6th Street NE in November 2004.
Lee Park | A couple of blocks down Jefferson Street you’ll encounter
another Confederate officer honored by a park and an exceptional
equestrian statue. Amid boxwood shrubs, a weeping beech tree, a
Japanese maple and several sturdy oak trees stands an impressive
monument to Gen. Robert E. Lee and his horse, Traveller. The
park is a gathering place for locals and the site of annual food and
neighborhood festivals.
STANDING GUARD. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF BOB MICAL AND
THE CHARLOTTESVILLE ALBEMARLE CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU)
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Montpelier
Montpelier is the name of the stately brick
mansion and surrounding 2,700-acre
plantation that was home to James Madison,
the fourth president of the United States.
Located near the town of Orange, about
a 25-minute drive from Charlottesville,
the historic estate offers visitors a window
into the world of James Madison — the
“Father of the Constitution” and author of
the Bill of Rights — and his wife, Dolley,
who is credited with helping to define
the role of the First Lady in the
country’s early years.
Visitors to Montpelier can
take a 45-minute tour of the home,
learning about the couple’s busy
social life hosting distinguished
guests, Madison’s love of literature
and incredible gift for learning
languages, and the couple’s own deep
connection and affection for each other.
The home and grounds also reflect aspects of life for the enslaved
men, women and children who resided at the plantation beginning in
the 1720s, when the land was first inhabited by the Madison family, and
for the three generations of Madisons who lived there. Approximately
300 slaves labored at the plantation during the Madison tenure. Visitors
can view the excavated Field Slave Quarters, where archaeologists have
unearthed housing structures and thousands of personal and domestic
artifacts that draw a picture of the lives of Montpelier’s enslaved laborers.
A few years after James’ death in 1836, the cost of the plantation’s
upkeep forced Dolley to sell the property, and over the second half of the
19th century, Montpelier’s ownership passed through several hands.
In 1901, Montpelier was purchased by William du Pont, a member
of one of America’s richest and most influential industrial dynasties that
founded one of the largest chemical corporations in the world. Over the
next 82 years, members of the family owned and lived at Montpelier.
They preserved much of the land intact, which has allowed for excellent
archaeological access in recent years. As for the house, the family amended
it considerably, adding wings and more than doubling the number of rooms
to a total of 55 and covering the mansion’s exterior brick with stucco.
A horse enthusiast who built barns, stables and other equestrian
facilities at the property, William du Pont passed his love of horses on to
MONTPELIER. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF KENTON ROWE PHOTOGRAPHY &
THE MONTPELIER FOUNDATION)

© THOMAS JEFFERSON FOUNDATION AT
MONTICELLO, PHOTO BY JACK LOONEY.

Thomas Jefferson’s
Monticello
Monticello is the mountaintop plantation
homestead of our third president, Thomas
Jefferson, author of the Declaration of
Independence and founder of the University of
Virginia. Jefferson designed the neoclassical
home and surrounding grounds, creating in
Monticello — Italian for “little mountain” —
a monument to his appreciation of form,
function and beauty.
Visitors can tour the home, grounds and
gardens, and get an intimate look at Jefferson,
who wrote, “I am as happy nowhere else & in
no other society.”
Open for tours every day of the year except
Christmas Day, seasonal hours may vary.
931 Thomas Jefferson Parkway, Charlottesville

434.984.9800

Michie Tavern

Ash Lawn-Highland

Michie Tavern, located next to Jefferson’s
Monticello, accommodated travelers with
food, drink and lodging for more than 200
years. Today, visitors experience this historic
landmark through a journey recreating 18th
century life. Servers in period attire offer
Colonial Midday Fare for a lunch experience
rich in southern culture and hospitality.
The southern buffet features fried chicken,
marinated baked chicken, hickory smoked
pork barbecue, stewed tomatoes, blackeyed peas, buttermilk biscuits and so much
more. After lunch visit the oldest section of
the Tavern. The self-guided tour explores
tavern drinking, gaming, dining, sleeping
and entertainment through the vantage point
of an 18th century traveler. Guests may also
enjoy four unique shops.

Ash Lawn-Highland, home of James Monroe,
is open year-round to visitors interested in
discovering more about the life and legacy
of the nation’s fifth President. Operated by
the College of William & Mary since 1975, the
site offers guided tours of the home as well
as gentle vistas of working Virginia farmland
and rolling hills. The alluring grounds invite
exploration of kitchens and outbuildings, and
gardens with flowering plants and trees in
spring, abundant greenery and a productive
vegetable garden in summer, stunning
foliage in fall, and serenity in winter. The
house is adorned in December with holiday
decorations, and the site hosts numerous
community events throughout the year.

Open daily 9am – 5pm.
Midday Fare: 11:30am – 3pm.

Hours of Operation April-October: 9am –
6pm, November-March: 11am – 5pm. Closed
Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year’s Day.
2050 James Monroe Parkway, Charlottesville

monticello.org

683 Thomas Jefferson Parkway, Charlottesville

434.977.1234

434.293.8000

ashlawnhighland.org

michietavern.com

Discover Charlottesville
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MONTPELIER HUNT RACES. (CARTER, COURTESY OF THE MONTPELIER FOUNDATION)

his son, William, and his daughter, Marion, who founded the Montpelier
Hunt Races, held annually on the first Saturday of each November — a
tradition that continues to this day.
Upon her death in 1983, Marion du Pont bequeathed Montpelier
to the National Trust for Historic Preservation. In 2003, the trust began
work on renovating the property, including a six-year, $25 million
restoration to return Montpelier to a semblance of the 1820s home
that James and Dolley knew. The du Pont-era wings were removed, and
extensive restoration included the use of authentic period materials, such
as horsehair plaster and paint containing linseed oil and chalk.
The result is a majestic example of how the present can breathe life
into the past, creating a place where Americans can learn about the life
and times of the man who was instrumental in drafting the documents
that formed the foundation of our nation.

garden, including restoration of the terraces and new plantings of
flower beds, shrubs and trees. She also commissioned brick garden
walls, statuary and ornamental iron gates. Later, Annie’s daughter,
Marion du Pont Scott, added several perennial beds.
After Montpelier was acquired by the National Trust for Historic
Preservation, a restoration of the garden was launched, funded by The
Garden Club of Virginia. The current flower beds include many of the
perennials of the early du Pont garden, such as bearded and Japanese
irises, daylilies and peonies.

Annie du Pont Formal Garden | To the back of the mansion lies the
Annie du Pont Formal Garden, named after the wife of William du Pont.
Evidence suggests that the Madisons had a roughly 4-acre garden
at the plantation, a site that encompassed the current 2-acre garden.
Annie oversaw its transformation into an early 20th-century formal

Archaeology Lab | This hands-on exhibit designed for children
provides the experience of excavating historic artifacts as well as a tour
of the artifacts found at archaeology sites throughout the Montpelier
homestead, including ceramics, glassware, tools and buttons.

22
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James Madison’s Landmark Forest | Covering 200 acres, this oldgrowth forest includes miles of walking trails varying from those
suitable for beginners to those geared toward avid hikers. The forest
was designated a National Natural Landmark in 1987.

“Here was buried Thomas Jefferson, author of the Declaration of American Independence, of
the Statute of Virginia for Religious Freedom, and Father of the University of Virginia.”
In this, his epitaph that he himself wrote,
Jefferson makes no mention of the
presidency of the United States, nor that
he was governor of Virginia. Instead he
desired to be remembered for when he
stood against the overreach of such
high government positions, as well as
for the actions he took in support of
his belief that moral education was the
strongest bulwark against tyranny.
Liberty was his moral ideal, and
education of the people was essential for
liberty’s maintenance. His actions established
the University of Virginia for the purpose of providing sound and
enlightened foundations on which to build a sustainably free nation.
There are still professors at UVA who introduce Jefferson’s ideology and
intent to the eager minds of students. In his time, Jefferson sought to
raise awareness of the dangers of the tyranny of the banks, the tyranny
of the legislature and the tyranny of the presidency. These concerns are
as relevant today as they were in Jefferson’s long and influential lifetime.
From a man as brilliant and complex and prolific as Jefferson, quotations
can be selectively chosen to support anyone’s particular worldview.

The humble can hear their preferred man in his words:
He who knows best knows how little he knows.
And for those who decry war, Jefferson offers this:
War is an instrument entirely
inefficient toward redressing
wrong; and multiplies, instead
of indemnifying losses.
And for the supporters of a
strong defense and the Second
Amendment:
For a people who are free,
and who mean to remain
so, a well-organized and
armed militia is their best
security.
Jefferson speaks to those
who share his concern
about money and power concentrating in
the hands of the few:
The central bank is an institution of the most deadly hostility existing
against the Principles and form of our Constitution.
And for all optimists among us:
I like the dreams of the future better than the history of the past.
Thomas Jefferson was a student of the Enlightenment, and as such,
his brilliant mind and well-exercised quill offers us today a most
intellectually honest advice, fully applicable for all the epochs of
humanity — and for us today.
John Hunt, M.D., is co-founder of Trusted Angels Foundation (Liberia,
West Africa), a former tenured faculty at the University of Virginia
and author of Your Child’s Asthma — An Asthma Doctor’s Guide
For Parents as well as the novels Assume the Physician and Higher
Cause. He lives in Charlottesville.

THOMAS JEFFERSON’S ROTUNDA ON THE GROUNDS OF UVA. (PHOTOGRAPH
COURTESY OF ROY VAN DOORN)
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BARRACKS ROAD SHOPPING CENTER. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF FEDERAL REALTY INVESTMENT TRUST)

Barracks Road
For an eclectic Charlottesville shopping experience, check out
Barracks Road Shopping Center, an open-air shopping and dining center
just off U.S. Route 29 and Route 250 Bypass on Emmet Street.
Barracks Road Shopping Center includes two large sections: the main
shopping area and the North Wing across Barracks Road. Here you’ll find
more than 80 businesses, with stores ranging from national luxury brands
to local favorites and a delicious array of eateries for any occasion. With
grocery stores, pharmacies and banks added to the mix, Barracks — as the
locals call it — truly has something for everyone.
Locally owned shops and boutiques:
Whimsies for children’s clothing 1
Scarpa for women’s shoes and clothing 2
The Happy Cook for kitchenware and cooks’ tools 3
Rebecca’s Natural Foods for certified organic foods and natural health and
beauty products from both local vendors and national distributors 4
24
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Plow and Hearth for home goods from a regional chain that started in
Madison, Virginia 5
The Virginia Shop for a memento of the Commonwealth 6
Regional and national brands:
Anthropologie for cutting-edge fashion and home decor 7
Bed Bath & Beyond for outfitting the home 8
Old Navy for affordable clothing for adults and kids 9
kate spade new york for designer’s chic, upbeat women’s handbags,
shoes, clothing and accessories 10
Barnes & Noble for book browsing and a java at Starbuck’s Coffee 11
Yankee Candle for enticing home fragrances 12
Need a coffee? Greenberry’s Coffee Co. | Caffeinate with the locals!

13

Regional and national eateries include Five
Guys Burgers and Fries 15 , Panera Bread 16 ,
Tara Thai 17 and Ben & Jerry’s. 18
Grocery run: Kroger 19 , Harris Teeter 20 and
Rebecca’s Natural Foods 4 have you covered.
For a full list of shops and stores at Barracks
Road Shopping Center, visit barracksroad.com.

n Blvd

o
Arlingt
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Local Lore | Barracks Road gets its
name from Albemarle Barracks, a
prisoner-of-war camp for British
and German soldiers during the
American Revolutionary War. The
soldiers, as well as several hundred
women and children, were marched
south from Massachusetts in late
1778, arriving at the barracks in
early 1779 and staying there until
late 1780. The site of the barracks
is located on private property west
of Charlottesville,
off Barracks Road.
14

4
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Main Shopping
Center

The North Wing

Spotlight | The Virginia Shop 6
Visitors looking to bring a bit of Virginia
home need look no further than The Virginia
Shop, which offers a curated selection of
Virginia-made foods, gifts and gift baskets,
souvenirs, wine, cider and beer.
“They are all locally made goods,” says owner
Tiffany Smith. “All the food is locally made. All
the gifts remind you of the Virginia landscape
or the Virginia lifestyle. So, if you want to take
home a piece of Virginia, or even a piece of
Charlottesville, there’s no other place to look.”
According to Tiffany, the piece of
Virginia many of her customers bring home is
Virginia peanuts.
“Our
returning
customers beeline
it right for our big
17 16
3
t
S
t
peanut
wagon,”
n
15
Millmo
5
she says. “They
make their peanut
11
selections and get
8
10
their favorite ones
20
Island
12
for themselves and
Shops 6
ng
ppi
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9
for loved ones, if
13
Center
they’re traveling.”
18
The Virginia
BUS
Shop carries a host
of Virginia peanut
29
Emmet St N
brands, including

HESSIAN PRISONERS OF WAR. (PHOTOGRAPH
COURTESY OF THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND
RECORDS ADMINISTRATION)

Rd

Grab a bite: Peter Chang’s China Grill | A
local favorite for Sichuan-style fare from a
nationally renowned chef. 14

Hubbard
Peanut
Company,
Virginia
Diner, The Peanut Shop of Williamsburg,
Plantation Peanuts of Wakefield, Whitley’s
Peanut Factory, Feridies and Blue Crab Bay
Co. The peanut selection is so popular that
the shop has a club called the Nut House
that is 3,000 members strong.
What’s so special about Virginia peanuts?
Tiffany says it comes down to their jumbo
size and the distinctive method of cooking the
peanuts — slow-roasted in the shell, which
makes them very crunchy. Customers who get
hooked on the Virginia-made products they
pick up at The Virginia Shop — peanuts or
otherwise — are in luck because the shop has
a full e-commerce website, thevashop.net.
“If they come and get addicted to the
peanuts, they can purchase them right from
the convenience of their iPad,” she says with
a chuckle.
The Virginia Shop has been perched on
its corner in Barracks Road Shopping Center
for all of its 25 years, and Tiffany thinks it’s a
great spot to call home.
“Barracks Road Shopping Center is,
hands down, the most eclectic and diverse
shopping center in the Charlottesville area,”
she says. “It does such a great job of appealing
to everyone — it’s a one-stop shop.”

Barracks
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1

2
7

VANNESA LUGGAGE
& LEATHER
A very special luggage and leather
goods shop with a wide range of
merchandise for travel, everyday
living, and gifts perfect for everyone from the graduate to the retiree. Quality
selections of leather bags and purses,
wallets, briefcases and travel packs. We
specialize in products from Briggs &
Riley, Travelpro, Osgoode Marley, Jack
George, Bosca, Baggallini and Hobo.

Ben & Jerry’s
Want to have your Ben & Jerry’s
ice cream the way it was originally
intended? Visit our locally owned &
operated shop and dig into any of our
euphoric flavors in the way the first
scoops were served up by Ben and
Jerry themselves. We make delicious
custom ice cream cakes, offer catering
and will deliver to your event! Open
Mon-Thu 11:30am – 10pm, Fri & Sat
11:30am – 11pm, Sun 12 – 10pm.

Barracks Road Shopping Center
1108 Emmet Street, Charlottesville

Barracks Road Shopping Center
1112 Emmet Street, Charlottesville

434.977.8561

434.244.7438

vannesaluggage.com

benjerry.com/charlottesville

The Virginia Shop

Lindt Chocolate Shop

The Virginia Shop has been selling
Virginia’s finest foods and traditional
gifts since 1990. We are locally owned
and specialize in bringing you all the
unique goods that Virginia has to offer,
or that remind us of the Virginia lifestyle.
Pick up gourmet local food, wine,
souvenirs and giftbaskets at either of
our two locations in Charlottesville.
Open 7 days a week at Barracks Road
Shopping Center or the Historic
Downtown Mall (434.529.6051).

Featuring a vast array of delicious
offerings you can’t find anywhere else,
from widely-known Lindor truffles and
Excellence bars to exclusive European
specialties and gift boxes. Customers
are treated to free chocolate samples.

Barracks Road Shopping Center
1047 Emmet Street, Charlottesville

Barracks Road Shopping Center
1039 Emmet Street, Charlottesville

434.977.0080

434.245.0559

thevashop.net

10 Free Lindor truffles with purchase
of $20 or more. Mention “Discover
Charlottesville” to receive discount.
Offer cannot be combined. No cash
value. One time use only. One per
customer.

lindt.com

Scarpa

Brixx Wood Fired Pizza

Scarpa presents an edited collection
of women’s shoes, apparel, and
accessories that makes a refined
statement about how we live now.
We choose pieces for their thoughtful
craftsmanship, smart design, and
timelessness. Over our 21-year history,
we’ve focused on creating a distinct
retail experience with an emphasis
on knowing and understanding
the Charlottesville customer. Open
Mon-Sat 10am – 6pm, Sun 1 – 5pm.

Brixx starts every morning making
traditional & whole wheat doughs
from scratch. When they’re topped
with fresh, never frozen ingredients
& served to you hot out of the wood
burning oven, they’re as fresh as can
be. Brixx offers salads, pastas & wraps
accompanied by a selection of 24 local
& national craft beers, 14 wines by the
glass & cocktails. Vegan & gluten-free
options too. Open late night. Why are
you still reading? Get here now.

Barracks Rd Shopping Ctr – North Wing
2114 Barracks Road, Charlottesville

Barracks Road Shopping Center
1133 Emmet Street, Charlottesville

434.296.0040

434.245.4050

thinkscarpa.com

brixxpizza.com
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The Corner
Those looking for the heartbeat of college life at the
University of Virginia can find it at The Corner — seven
blocks of restaurants, bookstores, coffee shops and stores
located across from the university’s Grounds.
The Corner has been a retail hub since the inception of
the University of Virginia in 1819. UVA was originally its
own small town, called University, Virginia, located adjacent
to Charlottesville, with Three Notch’d Road connecting the
two. The Corner was at the physical corner of that road and
the university’s Grounds. Charlottesville and UVA expanded
and eventually intertwined, but The Corner remained the
nucleus of student and faculty life.
There are dozens of places to eat and shop on The Corner,
most of which are locally owned.
Grab breakfast: Bodo’s Bagels | This locally owned micro
chain is a darling of Charlottesville, with a variety of New
York-style bagels offering a myriad of sandwich options. 1

THE CORNER. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF ROY VAN DOORN)

UVA PAVILION GARDEN. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF THERESA WHITE AND THE CHARLOTTESVILLE ALBEMARLE CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU)
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middle, called the Lawn. President Thomas
Jefferson designed these elements when he
founded the University of Virginia, dubbing
it the “Academical Village.” 2
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Take a walk: The Grounds of the University
of Virginia | Some universities call it a
campus; at UVA, it’s called Grounds. The
original Grounds included the Rotunda
building on the north end — designed to
echo the Pantheon in Rome — as well as the
two parallel rows of Federal-style buildings to
its east and west called the Pavilions and the
expanse of terraced green space that lies in the
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BETA BRIDGE ONE BLOCK FROM THE FRALIN MUSEUM OF ART AT UVA. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF DANIEL GAYLE AND THE CHARLOTTESVILLE ALBEMARLE CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU)
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Shop: Mincer’s | Family-owned and -operated since 1948, this store
specializes in UVA-branded apparel. 3
Shop: Ragged Mountain Running Shop | For the kind of personalized
shopping experience that is rare these days, stop by this shop, which since
1982, has specialized in running and walking shoes for the whole family. 4
Eat lunch: The White Spot | This diner, and its famous Gus Burger, are
rites of passage for every UVA student. 5

ELLIE WOOD PAGE. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF THE HOLSINGER STUDIO
COLLECTION. ALBERT AND SHIRLEY SMALL SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY.
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA.)

Local Lore | A charming side street lined with eateries and retail
shops, Elliewood Avenue is named for Ellie Wood Page Keith
Baxter, whose mother owned a boarding house for UVA students
on this street in the first half of the 20th century. The tenants
thought of little Ellie as a sister and put up a makeshift sign
renaming the street in her honor. The name stuck and became
official. Ellie, meanwhile, went on to become an accomplished
and admired equestrian and was still riding horses into her 90s.
30
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Check out: The Senff Memorial Gates | Marking the old entrance to
the University, these gates were donated by Mrs. Charles Senff in honor
of her husband, a former student, and also as a permanent monument
to the UVA Honor Code. Henry Bacon designed the Senff Gates, built
around 1915, and he was also the architect of the Lincoln Memorial in
Washington, D.C. 6
Take a tour: The Fralin Museum of Art | The University of Virginia’s art
museum is located just two blocks from the Corner, on Rugby Road, and
houses a collection of 13,000 pieces. Highlights include American and
European paintings, photography, sculpture from the 15th through 20th
centuries, and Asian, Native American and ancient Mediterranean art. 7

THE VIRGINIAN FEBRUARY 1952 AND NOW. (PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY OF ANDY MCCLURE)

Grab a coffee: Grit Coffee | Another locally owned micro chain, this
quaint coffee shop on Elliewood Avenue is where students, faculty and
visitors alike come for freshly brewed coffee and espresso, locally made
pastry or a delicious breakfast sandwich. 8
Enjoy dinner: Michael’s Bistro and Tap House | Founded by a craft
beer lover in the mid-1990s, Michael’s Bistro is known for its varied and
ever-changing selection of beer available on 10 taps, as well as its balcony
seating — perfect for people-watching while you savor a cold pint. 9
Spotlight | The Virginian 10
Founded in 1923, The Virginian is Charlottesville’s oldest restaurant.
Owner Andy McClure notes that in the nine decades since it opened
its doors, the restaurant has reinvented itself on a few occasions, with a
menu that at times has focused on diner fare, and at one point featured
a best-selling quiche. During Prohibition, it was transformed into a
soda fountain and its taps flowed with root beer. But The Virginian has
outlasted every food fashion and remains nestled in its familiar spot on
The Corner, serving up comfort food for its clientele.
“Its staying power is a direct result of its consistency,” Andy says. “Regardless
of what it sold, it has always remained a cozy, comfortable and approachable
little place. Everyone can find a special little nook at The Virginian.”
Andy bought the restaurant in 2001 after finishing his undergraduate
business degree at UVA. He had worked at the restaurant during his
college years, becoming friendly with its then-owners, and was surprised
and amazed when his jests about buying the restaurant resulted in actual
negotiations and then a sale. His brother served as the first general
manager, and his father was his guide and mentor. Growth and success
came slowly, but after a number of very long years, The Virginian reemerged as a must-visit Charlottesville institution. Andy now owns four

restaurants in Charlottesville and another in Arlington, Virginia.
“Even though I am trying to expand, Charlottesville is home,” he
says. “This city is a remarkable landscape of history and tradition mixed
with innovation and worldliness. I love it.”
While he notes that businesses on The Corner rotate as usual in a
college town, the area itself remains more or less the same. “Students,
faculty, and visitors walked down this quaint strip 100 years ago just like
they do today,” he points out.
For those interested in tasting the best The Virginian has to offer,
Andy votes for the restaurant’s well-known mac n’ cheese, which he
describes as “homemade, creamy, thick and topped with a fried cheddar
potato cake.” The crab cakes are also very popular. But Andy’s favorite is
the steak and cheese with fries.
“American cheese, steak and bread are a heavenly combination,” he says.

THE VIRGINIAN MAC N’ CHEESE.
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The
Downtown
Mall
The Downtown Mall is central to
Charlottesville’s contemporary identity —
a gathering place for townies, students
and visitors, filled with independent
and locally owned restaurants and retail
shops and buzzing with the communal
feeling unique to a pedestrian-dedicated
space. Anyone looking to understand
the heart and soul of Charlottesville
need look no further.
Park | Parking is available in the Market
Street Parking Garage, located near
the intersection of Market Street and
5th Street NE. Many local retailers and
restaurants validate parking, so be sure to
take your ticket with you. 1
See | As the epicenter of the city’s culture,
the Downtown Mall and its surrounding
area offer a wealth of activities for visitors
and residents alike. 2
Charlottesville Downtown Visitors
Center | Located on the east end of the
Downtown Mall, this one-stop resource
for visitors provides maps, brochures
and specially trained travel specialists
ready to help visitors get the most out
of their visit to the city. Tickets for
several live local music venues also are
available for purchase. 3

DOWNTOWN MALL. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY
OF ROY VAN DOORN)

Downtown Transit Center | Here, in the lower level of the Downtown
Visitors Center, visitors can catch buses to take them to various points in
the city, or take a free trolley to transport them to Midtown, the Corner
and the University of Virginia. 4
Freedom of Speech Wall | Positioned directly in front of Charlottesville’s
City Hall, this 54-foot-long monument features slate walls designed to
be adorned with chalk-drawn words and pictures. The city provides the
chalk and encourages its citizens and visitors to use the wall to tastefully
exercise their First Amendment right. 5
Virginia Discovery Museum | Ideal for families with young children, this
center for imaginative play features permanent and rotating exhibits, including
Showalter Cabin, a home originally built in the 1700s and reconstructed
within the museum. Little C’ville offers child-size replicas of the local post
office, fire station, bakery, doctor’s office, theater and market. 6
C’ville Arts | This crafts and art gallery features the works of 50 to 60
contemporary Virginia artisans, offering a tremendous cross-section
of the rich artistic talent here in the Commonwealth. Each month the
Gallery features a special exhibition of new work by a member. 7
McGuffey Art Center | A block north of the Downtown Mall, this
former school building is now a flourishing art space with studios,
exhibits, performances and classes. 8
Eat | Charlottesville is serious about its food, and nowhere is that more
evident than on the Downtown Mall, which provides a wealth of options
in the many locally owned eateries and restaurants, from a quick bite on
the run to a fine-dining experience.
C&O Restaurant | An icon of the Downtown Mall for nearly 40 years,
C&O sources many of its ingredients from local farms. Wine lovers will
find in its cellar a vast and varied selection, including a nice offering
of Virginia wines. 9
Court Square Tavern | This unassuming spot in Charlottesville’s
historic Court Square — just north of the Downtown Mall — features a
spectacular selection of more than 130 imported beers and microbrews
from around the world. 10
The Nook | This well-loved diner specializes in thoughtfully prepared
comfort food and proudly serves breakfast all day, seven days a week. 11
Splendora’s Gelato Cafe | Serving authentic, small-batch gelato,
imaginative desserts and espresso drinks, this little gelateria delivers a
delightful taste of Italy right in the middle of the downtown. 12
Discover Charlottesville
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Rapture Restaurant & Nightclub | Peppered with locally sourced
tasting flights for the brew-curious, pints for the committed, and excellent
ingredients, Rapture’s menu offers Southern favorites, paired with
appetizers, salads, sandwiches and burgers to pair with a brew. 16
billiard tables, a well-stocked bar and a vibrant nightclub where locals
M Revolutionary Soup | A terrific lunch spot, just about anyone can
come to groove to the beat. 13
on
tic a homemade soup to their liking at Rev Soup, from vegans to
find
ell
oA
ZoCaLo | Taking its name from the word used in Mexico to describe the
vegetarians
and bacon lovers. 17
ve
gathering place at the city’s center, Zocalo is indeed at the heart of the
Downtown Mall, drawing locals to its Latin-inspired dishes and festive
selection of mixed drinks, wine and beer. 14
The Flat Takeaway Creperie | Tucked into a tiny building behind the
Jefferson Theater on the south side of downtown, this eatery offers savory
and sweet crepes for a meal or a treat. 15
South Street Brewery | A block to the south of the Downtown Mall, this
brewery offers a glimpse into the roots of Charlottesville craft beer, with
34
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Mono Loco | If you’re craving festive fare from south of the border —
with a new twist — Mono Loco is the spot for you, serving dinner seven
nights a week and, of course, incredible margaritas. 18
Mudhouse Coffee Roasters | This nationally recognized coffee shop and
roaster has been part of the fabric of downtown since 1993, when it
started as a coffee cart. It now has coffee counters scattered across the
Charlottesville area, but none is more beloved than its original flagship
spot at the west end of the Downtown Mall. 19

SEEING & DOING
LW’s Livery Stable | If you dig a good, small pub, this spot on the
northwest side of downtown is for you, with a lively menu that features
tongue-in-cheek food categories such as Pony Bites, Grazing, Horse Bites
and Sweet Feed — homages to the building’s history as a livery stable. 20
Shop | In keeping with its Main Street heritage, the Downtown Mall
offers a host of locally owned shops, great for browsing and picking
up one-of-a-kind items and providing a shopping experience that is
uniquely Charlottesville.
New Dominion Bookshop | The oldest independent bookseller in
Virginia, this bookstore prides itself on its broad inventory, comfortable,
old-fashioned atmosphere and friendly staff. 21
Telegraph Arts & Comics | Comic book lovers will find a slice of heaven in
this shop, which stocks comics from around the world, from well-known
brands like Marvel and DC, to smaller publishers like Fantagraphics,
Drawn & Quarterly and Retrofit Comics. 22
Tuel Jewelers | Established in 1945, this full-service jewelry store offers
retail sales as well as watch, jewelry and silver repair. The owner has
worked at the store for more than 60 years. 23
The Virginia Shop | In the central part of the Downtown Mall, this
shop offers an impressive array of products grown, made and crafted
in the Commonwealth. Its peanut club — dubbed The Nut House —
is a special favorite. 24
Read It Again Sam | You can browse for hours in this used bookstore, a
local institution with an excellent selection and knowledgeable staff. 25
Oyster House Antiques | The inventory in this distinctive shop is
hand-picked by its owner and staff during buying trips to mainland
China and then painstakingly restored by experts in that country before
making the voyage to downtown Charlottesville. 26
Caspari Design Store | Specializing in high-quality printed paper
products and home decor, Caspari offers exquisite designs inspired by
fine works of art from around the world. 27
Ten Thousand Villages | A world of cultures are reflected in this little
shop, which is one of the world’s largest fair trade organizations. It carries
high-quality, handmade items sourced from disadvantaged artisans in 38
countries, providing them with a steady source of income. 28
36
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York Place
York Place, the only enclosed shopping plaza on
Charlottesville’s Downtown Mall, features a unique collection
of stores and restaurants. Spend some time perusing the
shops for fine jewelry and one-of-a-kind books. Pamper
yourself with a manicure or a new hairstyle. Have your
suit tailored or dry-cleaned. Meet friends for breakfast or a
morning cup of coffee. Enjoy an outdoor lunch at one of the
patio tables or make dinner special with an eclectic cuisine
choice. You will find it all at York Place! Located conveniently
between 1st and 2nd Streets at the west end of the mall —
look for the international flags at the entrance. Plaza is open
every day of the week. Store hours vary.

112 W. Main Street, Charlottesville

434.984.4517
yorkplace.net

The Paramount Theater
Centrally located on the Downtown Mall, the historic
Paramount Theater is not only a place to remember the past,
but to celebrate the future. With its octagonal auditorium
chamber, delicate detailing and neoclassical grandeur, the
theater honors Charlottesville’s most famous son, Thomas
Jefferson. It hosts a wide variety of music, dance, drama,
Broadway, comedy and family performances every year. The
Paramount Theater’s mission — to educate, enchant, enrich
and enlighten — is rooted in its commitment to presenting
a wide variety of arts, education, and entertainment
opportunities for everyone to enjoy. Visit the website for
details on events and show times.

© ROB GARLAND PHOTOGRAPHERS

215 E. Main Street, Charlottesville

434.979.1333

theparamount.net
Discover Charlottesville
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Spotlight | The Making of the Downtown Mall
Before it was the city’s cultural touchstone, the
Downtown Mall was Main Street — the center of commerce
for Charlottesville for generations.
“It was the retail district,” recalls Bob Stroh, General
Manager at Charlottesville Parking Center Inc., a longtime
resident of Charlottesville who has spent his entire career
based in the city’s downtown. In the 1970s, a group of
Main Street business owners, including Bob’s father, grew
concerned about the long-term health of downtown as they
saw other Main Streets across the country buckling under
the pressure of local and regional shopping malls, which
were quickly gaining popularity.
In an effort to head off what they perceived as an
imminent threat to Main Street, this group of downtown
business owners arrived at a collective vision: an urban
pedestrian mall that would provide residents and visitors
with a unique retail destination. According to Bob’s
recollection, it was a plan that deeply divided downtown
businesses, including many of the larger department stores
that called Main Street home and that felt that the ability to
drive up and park outside was key to their continued success.
In the end, the City Council was won over by the
pedestrian mall concept and hired well-known architect
and pedestrian mall specialist Lawrence Halprin &
Associates for its design and construction.
The Downtown Mall was constructed in three phases.
Phase one ran from 6th Street NE to 2nd Street NW
and opened in 1976. Additional sections were added in
subsequent years, until it stretched all the way from Old
Preston Avenue, to the west, to 9th Street SE. During and
after its construction, many of the department stores and
other retailers that had opposed the project picked up and
moved out of downtown.
“When the Downtown Mall was built, they all left,”
Bob recalls. “There was a huge departure downtown of
major retail. It really had a long row to hoe to get back to
being a destination.”
That was the situation for several years. “It was very
quiet,” says Bob, who as a new college grad took a job
working for the parking center in November 1976. “Our
parking business was very quiet,” he recalls. “You can
FREEDOM OF SPEECH WALL. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF MARCIE GATES
AND THE CHARLOTTESVILLE ALBEMARLE CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU)

DOWNTOWN VIEWS: CHARLOTTESVILLE LOOKING WEST TOWARD VINEGAR
HILL. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF THE HOLSINGER STUDIO COLLECTION.
ALBERT AND SHIRLEY SMALL SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY. UNIVERSITY
OF VIRGINIA.)

Local Lore | Vinegar Hill was the name of a neighborhood
at the western terminus of what is now the Downtown Mall.
One of the city’s first neighborhoods, it was established
by Irish families in the early 1800s and incorporated into
Charlottesville in 1835. After the Civil War, African-American
families migrated to the neighborhood, which became the
city’s central African-American business district and cultural
center beginning in the 1920s.
In the 1960s, Charlottesville voters elected to redevelop the
neighborhood, citing its substandard homes and forcing the
relocation of a church, 30 businesses and 158 families — 140
of which were African-American — who then saw their homes
and businesses razed.

track the success of downtown to some extent on parking numbers.
Those numbers were really, really tiny back then.”
It was the very thing that the opposition had feared, and for a stretch
of time in the 1980s, the City Council seemed to be mulling pulling the
bricks up and returning the area to its former Main Street incarnation.
But slowly, things started to change. Bob first noticed the transformation
in the evenings. “The mall started to develop some nightlife,” he recalls.
“Bars and restaurants started to fill in behind the retail.”
Bob also credits many entities, including the City of Charlottesville
and the Chamber of Commerce, that made concerted efforts to engage
companies to set up offices in an attempt to bring more commerce to
the area. “By the early ‘80s, things were once again starting to look
vibrant,” Bob says — a trend that continued, first gradually, and
Discover Charlottesville
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then more rapidly through the 1990s and into the 2000s as retail,
restaurants and parking set revenue records.
Now, the live oaks that were “just sticks” when the Downtown Mall
was built in 1976 rise tall above the bricked streetscape, casting welcome
shade over the dozens of outdoor dining areas, vendors and food carts
below. “We’ve seen the mall just continue to grow and become a place
that people love,” Bob says. “I think everyone now looks back and
thinks, ‘What would have happened if we hadn’t done that?’”
In 2016, the Downtown Mall will celebrate its 40th anniversary
— four decades that have seen a remarkable change to this area of
Charlottesville as it successfully transitioned from a Main Street to a
retail destination, despite some bumps along the way. Bob credits the
original visionaries for seeing the possibilities, as well as the efforts of
the city and all the entrepreneurs who came into the area and helped
bring that vision to fruition.
“I love our downtown,” Bob says. “To see it now, to come down here on a
Friday night — I think it’s been a tremendous success.”

THE CHARLOTTESVILLE DOWNTOWN MALL. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF
CHARLOTTESVILLE ALBEMARLE CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU)
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Angelo Jewelry

Tuel

Jewelers

Angelo is the contemporary jewelry
gallery on the Downtown Mall in
Charlottesville. It is owned and
operated by nationally recognized
jewelry artist, Lee Angelo Marraccini,
and Pam Perugi Marraccini. Angelo
offers a wide range of jewelry from
high-end, special occasion to fun,
everyday wear. Now you can choose
from the finest hand-crafted jewelry
by over 40 distinguished artists.
Open Tue – Sat 11am – 6pm.

Your friendly family full service jewelry
store since 1945. Tuel Jewelers offers
watch, jewelry & silver repair along with
sales of 14k gold, sterling & platinum.
We offer Jefferson & Virginia cups,
clocks, plaques, Bulova watches, rings,
pendants, earrings & gifts. We provide
bead restringing, battery replacement
& jewelry cleaning. In addition, we have
machine & hand engravers to serve
our customers. We also wrap & ship.
Monday through Friday 10am – 5pm.

220 E. Main Street (Downtown Mall)
Charlottesville, VA 22902

319 E. Main Street (Downtown Mall)
Charlottesville, VA 22902

434.971.9256

434.295.4258

angelojewelry.com

Telegraph Art & Comics
Comic Book Shop Meets Art Gallery.
A unique comic book shop, Telegraph
carries your favorite superheroes
from Marvel & DC, as well as a huge
selection of artsy small press and
local zines. Also features an exclusive
selection of posters by comic artists
that you can only find there. C-ville’s
Pop Culture Gem!
Tue –Thu 10am – 7pm, Fri–Sat 10am – 8pm,
Sun 11am – 5pm, closed Monday.

tueljewelers.com

Spectacle Shop
Located on the Historic Downtown
Mall, Spectacle Shop has provided
the community with prescription
and sports eyewear, and designer
sunglasses for over 25 years. We carry
a wide range of frame and sunglass
styles, including major designer
brands. Whether you are looking for
something classic, bold and colorful,
or something in between, you can find
it here. We also adjust and repair your
current frames. Mon – Sat 9am – 5pm.

110 Fourth Street NE (Downtown Mall)
Charlottesville, VA 22902

407 E. Main Street (Downtown Mall)
Charlottesville, VA 22902

434.244.3210

434.296.8774

telegraphgallery.com

specshop.net

JEAN THEORY:

C’ville Arts

Your search for jeans stops here!
Carrying over 70 styles of premium
denim, Jean Theory: has created a
shopping environment that is positive
and upbeat, yet professional and
honest. Educated and experienced
staff will find your perfect fit, with an
extensive selection of clothing and
accessories to complete the look.
Featuring 7 for all mankind, Citizens of
Humanity, DL1961, Hudson, JBrand,
Joe’s, and Paige.

C’ville Arts is a vibrant space featuring
handmade works by more than 50
Virginia artisans. Our cooperative
gallery features a tremendous range
of fine crafts and art, perfect for
gifts or home décor. Find paintings,
photography, wearable art such as
jewelry and scarves, organic balms,
woodwork, sculpture and more. Meet
and chat with the artists on duty each
day. Mon – Thu 10am – 6pm, Fri 10am
– 9pm, Sat 10am – 8pm, Sun 2 – 6pm.

101 W. Water Street (Downtown Mall)
Charlottesville, VA 22902

118 E. Main Street (Downtown Mall)
Charlottesville, VA 22902

434.296.5326

434.972.9500

jeantheory.com

cvillearts.org
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Midtown
Some call it Midtown, others West Main, but there’s no
denying that this corridor along West Main Street is buzzing
with activity. The street links the Corner — the campustown of
the University of Virginia — with the historic Downtown Mall,
and a free trolley originating at the Downtown Transit Station
is available to shuttle visitors between the two. Over the past
decade, eateries and shops have sprung up all along this street,
breathing new life and vibrancy into an old area of town as
historic buildings are transformed for modern-day businesses.
Charlottesville’s rich food culture is out in full force on
West Main Street, with eateries ranging from greasy spoons
to upscale restaurants poised along its path, while storefronts
offer everything from kids’ toys to antiques to import beers. If
you’re looking to experience a slice of the real Charlottesville,
here is where you’ll find it.
Grab breakfast: JM Stock Provisions | A whole-animal
butcher shop in the heart of Midtown, JM Stock curates some
of the best meat Virginia has to offer. Locals love the shop’s
house-smoked bacon and picture-perfect pork chops, while
students and professionals swing by in the morning for a ham
biscuit and coffee. The shop stocks a host of Virginia-made
artisanal food, including eggs, cheese, bread and produce. 1
Savor soul food: Mel’s Cafe | Whether you’re in the mood for
a biscuits-and-gravy breakfast, a burger and fries or some of the
best fried chicken in town, this unassuming little diner delivers
delicious food for a very reasonable price tag. Locals know
they’ll always get a good meal at Mel’s. 2
Shop: Shenanigans Toys | A Charlottesville favorite since
1974, Shenanigans is the kind of toy store you remember
from your childhood, filled with toys and games for every
age, from infants through teens, with an inviting train table
that is always a hit with the younger set. 3
Live like a local: Main Street Market | This collection of
homegrown restaurants and shops has a bit of a European feel, with
a beloved bakery, fine dining restaurant, spice store, coffee shop,
butcher, seafood market, florist and Feast! — a gourmet charcuterie,
cheese and best-of-Virginia grocery that includes a bustling café. 4
THREEPENNY CAFE IN MIDTOWN. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF
ROY VAN DOORN)
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Go global: The Shebeen Pub & Braai | Offering South-African-inspired
cuisine, this restaurant — one block off West Main Street in the Vinegar
Hill Shopping Center — serves lunch and dinner seven days a week and
brunch on Saturdays and Sundays. The menu is filled with familiar dishes,
such as Caesar salad and shepherd’s pie, as well as African fare such as
groundnut stew and entrees cooked to order from the braai (grill). 5
Great explorers: Lewis & Clark and Sacagawea Statue | At the mouth of
West Main Street rises a large statue capturing Meriwether Lewis, William
Clark and Sacagawea — explorers who led the 1803-1806 expedition into
the Louisiana Purchase. Sculpted by Charles Keck in 1919, the statue
was commissioned by Paul Goodloe McIntire as a gift to the city and in
commemoration of one of its own, as Meriwether Lewis was born outside of
Charlottesville in Albemarle County. The statue has been criticized in recent
years for its depiction of Sacagawea, who is crouched beneath the looming
figures of Lewis and Clark but whose knowledge of Native American
language and cultures was vital to the expedition’s ultimate success. 6
Cultural icons: Jefferson School African American Heritage Center |
This center aims to honor and preserve the heritage and legacy of
Charlottesville and Albemarle County’s African-American community.
As part of this effort, the center offers permanent historical exhibits and a
contemporary gallery showcasing the art of local African-American artists.
It is located on the second floor of the Jefferson School City Center, one
block north of West Main Street on Commerce Street. 7
Sugar fix: Sweethaus | Known for its scrumptious cupcakes and huge bulk
candy selection, this unassuming, family-friendly bakery at the western edge
of Midtown has a playroom for the kiddos, allowing parents a chance to sip
a cup of coffee and maybe, just maybe, savor a cupcake themselves. 8
Casual gourmet: Threepenny Cafe | This restaurant offers dinner
Tuesday through Saturday and brunch on the weekends, with a menu that
is laden with seafood and internationally inspired dishes. Enjoy a meal
on the lush outdoor patio and stay for live music offered most nights. 9
Spotlight | Feast! 10
“It’s definitely the gourmet corridor in town.” That’s how Kate Collier
describes West Main Street, the main artery of Midtown Charlottesville,
which hosts nearly two dozen restaurants, as well as several specialty food
shops. Kate has had a front-row seat to watch the development of this
gourmet corridor as the cofounder, with her husband, Eric Gertner, of
Feast! — a specialty grocery store in Main Street Market, at the corner of
Fourth and Main streets.
Brimming with a top-quality charcuterie, a global selection of cheese,
hundreds of artisan-crafted foods, and a café offering enticing sandwiches,
salads and soups, Feast! has been at the cornerstone of Midtown’s rebirth

5

over the past decade, a revitalization that took hold at places such as Main
Street Market, where Feast! was one of the original tenants.
“It’s a destination for people interested in food that is uniquely
Charlottesville,” Kate says, describing the market. Designed to echo
small-shop markets on the West Coast and in Europe, Main Street
Market exclusively features shops that are locally owned and operated.
“It’s where people can start to find out what’s going on in the
Charlottesville food scene,” she observes.
Main Street Market was originally a car dealership and garage
called McGregor’s Motors, which sat abandoned for most of the 1990s,
a time when not much was going on in Midtown Charlottesville,
or even on the neighboring Downtown Mall. A concerted effort by
prominent Charlottesville landlords led to the restoration of buildings,
including McGregor’s, which was repurposed into Main Street Market
in the early 2000s. Feast! was its second tenant.
“We saw an open niche in the Charlottesville market for artisanquality cheese and charcuterie,” Kate says. Launching their business
in an 800-square-foot space in February 2002, it became immediately
obvious to Kate and Eric that Feast! would need to expand. They added
an artisan gift shop in late 2002, then expanded again in 2004 to the
shop’s current 3,500-square-foot size.
“We’re still small and very select and focused, but we are able to
offer a lunch café and catering services, as well as our cheese and wines
and local foods,” Kate says.
And while it has hosted a number of very successful businesses, including
Feast!, Orzo Kitchen & Wine Bar and Albemarle Baking Company, Main
Street Market has remained true to its mission of providing a casual spot
for locals to gather and shop for specialty food items.
“It is a destination for people that want to be able to go to specific
experts in food and get their advice on what’s good,” Kate says. “That’s
the thing that makes the Main Street Market special. It’s a really
knowledgeable community that’s under that roof.”
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INGE’S GROCERY STORE. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF ANDY MCCLURE)

Local Lore | In 1890, George Inge, a public school teacher,
purchased a brick building at what is now 333 West Main
Street and founded a grocery store. It specialized in fresh
fish, supplying the Clermont and Gleason Hotels, University
Hospital and Dolly Madison Inn, as well as University boarding
houses. Inge was African-American, and among the guests he
hosted at the boarding house above the store was Booker T.
Washington, his classmate from college. The store remained
in Inge’s family until the early 1980s, making it one of the
oldest continuously owned African-American family-owned
businesses in the city.
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Art in all of its forms is an essential element of Charlottesville’s
distinctive culture, and the city’s offerings are astounding, especially
given its size. A plethora of musical acts large and small visit the town
each year, dozens of galleries and museums feature works of regional
and national artisans in every imaginable medium, and theater groups
from near and far perform for enthusiastic crowds.
This thriving artistic community has a long history in Charlottesville,
punctuated by well-known names like the painter Georgia O’Keefe, who
in her 20s called a house on Wertland Street home. The writer and poet
Edgar Allan Poe attended the University of Virginia, and room No. 13
on the West Range of the University’s Academical Village allows visitors
a glimpse of what the furnishings of such a room would have looked
like in Poe’s time. And Charlottesville continues to draw renowned
artists, actors and authors, with writer John Grisham, former U.S. Poet
Laureate Rita Dove, singer-songwriter Mary Chapin Carpenter and
actress Sissy Spacek all calling the area home.
Perhaps most remarkably, this rich artistic tapestry feels wholly
approachable, welcoming locals and visitors to join together in feasting
their eyes and filling their souls.
Arts Festivals | With its setting in the foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains,
its pedestrian-friendly Downtown Mall and its ready access to the University
of Virginia, Charlottesville is home to a host of festivals each year.
Virginia Festival of the Book | A five-day spring event produced
by the Virginia Foundation for the Humanities, this festival attracts
authors from across the world, while also showcasing books created
right here in the Commonwealth.
Virginia Film Festival | Hosted by the University of Virginia, this event
takes place each fall at venues scattered throughout the city. The most
recent iteration featured more than 70 films and more than 80 guest
artists and speakers, including several high-profile actors and directors.
Look3 Festival of the Photograph | In June each year, the Downtown
Mall transforms into an outdoor gallery filled with large reproductions
of riveting photographs — a sign that the Look3 Festival is approaching.
This internationally acclaimed festival celebrates the exceptional work
of photographers from across the world, including those who call
Charlottesville home.

DOWNTOWN MALL PAVILION. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF ROY VAN DOORN)

Galleries & Museums | For lovers of fine arts, Charlottesville has museums
and galleries that present collections in a broad range of media, from painting,
sculpture and photography to illustration, conceptual art and beyond.
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Ruth Caplin, Culbreth & Helms Theatres | UVA offers both undergraduate
and graduate programs for students to hone their skills in acting, technical
direction, scenic and lighting design, costume design and technology. The
resulting professional-level productions provide a remarkable experience
and a glimpse into the next generation of theater. 7
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Martin Luther King Jr. Performing Arts Center | This 1,276-seat
theater within Charlottesville High School first opened in 1984 and hosts
events ranging from student performances and local and regional acts to
national talent drawn to its intimate ambiance. 6
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Live Arts | This volunteer theater in downtown Charlottesville produces
a half-dozen plays each year, each one running for several weeks. The
group exists to provide opportunities for children, teens and adults to
learn all aspects of theater — from acting, playwriting and script analysis
to improvisation, musical theater and movement. 5
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Drama | High-quality theater is a mainstay of the Charlottesville
community, with performances happening year-round through
multiple student and volunteer groups.
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New City Arts Welcome Gallery | A converted storefront in downtown
Charlottesville, this gallery exhibits interdisciplinary artwork from local
artists and is part of New City Arts’ broader effort to elevate the work of
local artists through providing exhibition space and social programs. 4
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Les Yeux du Monde | French for “the eyes of the world,” this gallery
features contemporary art from local and regional artists, including
William Albert Allard, Lincoln Perry and Anne Slaughter, as well as
rotating exhibitions to introduce visitors to up-and-coming artisans. 3
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The Fralin Museum of Art | The University of Virginia’s art museum
comprises a permanent collection of more than 12,000 objects,
featuring European and American paintings and sculpture, and Asian,
American Indian and ancient Mediterranean art. 2
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Kluge-Ruhe Aboriginal Art Collection | The only museum in the United
States dedicated to exhibiting and studying Australian Aboriginal art, this
museum strives to advance knowledge and understanding of Australia’s
indigenous people and share that culture with a worldwide audience. 1
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Makerspaces | These centers for sharing resources, knowledge
and inspiration, offer a glimpse into the cutting edge of
creativity from local artists, inventors, thinkers and tinkerers.
McGuffey Art Center | Located in downtown
Charlottesville in a former school, this artist association
supports the work of emerging and professional artists
in both visual and performing arts with studio and
exhibition spaces, as well as classes and workshops. 8
Tinkersmiths | In the IX Art Warehouse south of
downtown, makers of all types share space and tools to
explore artistic and scientific endeavors. 9
Music | With performances happening in Charlottesville nearly
every day all year-round, whenever the mood strikes to catch a
live show, chances are you’ll find something to suit your taste.
John Paul Jones Arena | The home of UVA Cavaliers
basketball, this 15,000-seat arena also plays host to
internationally known musicians such as Paul McCartney,
the Rolling Stones, Stevie Wonder, Elton John and Dave
Matthews Band, which got its start in Charlottesville in
the early 1990s. 10
The Paramount Theater | A show is always playing at
this theater, which opened in 1931 and, after decades
serving as a cultural crossroads for the community, was
painstakingly restored and reopened on the Downtown
Mall in 2004. Still a cultural icon, the Paramount
continues to offer a wide array of entertainment, including
shows geared especially for children. 11
The Jefferson Theater | First established in 1912 as a live
performance theater, the Jefferson reopened in 2009 after a
comprehensive restoration. With two full-service bars and
state-of-the-art lighting and sound systems, the Jefferson has
become a favorite spot for many nationally known bands. 12
The Southern Café & Music Hall | For those who like a
smaller venue, this 300-seat music hall on the Downtown
Mall is the ideal spot to catch a show. Southern-inspired
fare is also available at the adjacent café, making for the
perfect night on the town. 13
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JOHN PAUL JONES ARENA. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF
GRAHAM STANCIL AND THE CHARLOTTESVILLE ALBEMARLE
CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU)

Spotlight | Miller’s Downtown 14
Along the old brick storefronts
that line the Downtown Mall sits
Miller’s, a restaurant and bar that has
been a cornerstone of Charlottesville
culture and music for 35 years. Its
unassuming facade is the perfect
representation of this community
gathering spot, where a true cross
section of Charlottesville’s citizenry is
on display every night of the week.
Founded in 1981, the name comes
from the Miller-Link Drug Store that
occupied the building for over 70 years,
and many of its apothecary furnishings
adorn the space today. Miller’s serves
lunch and dinner, and a neon sign
advertises “Kitchen Open Late” for
those looking for a burger or other bar
fare after most other downtown spots
are closed for the night. Patrons can
also choose to sit at the first-floor bar
or head up to the third floor for the
sports bar and pool tables.
Over the past three decades, Miller’s
has gained a reputation as a place to
witness talented musicians at the top of
their craft. “We provide a small venue
without restrictions for musicians to
explore new material in and interact
with guests in a personal way,” says
Miller’s owner Scottie Kaylor, who notes
that Miller’s never has a cover charge.
“The level of jazz that is performed on
MILLER’S THIRD FLOOR SPORTS BAR. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF MILLER’S DOWNTOWN)
stage Wednesday and Thursday night is
something you rarely see these days.”
Miller’s is proud to host musicians of all stripes, and hundreds have
Despite routinely finding itself among the top 10 things to do in
come through its doors over the years, notably jazz trumpeter John
Charlottesville — including in write-ups by The New York Times, InStyle
D’earth, who plays on Thursday evenings. Each of the musicians from the
and Garden & Gun — Miller’s has a no-frills ambiance that Scottie says
Dave Matthews Band played at Miller’s before the group won international
is intentional and one of the qualities that has given the restaurant its
fame. “Dave Matthews first took the stage while bartending one night, and
staying power over the years. “Wonderful music in a wonderful old
then founding members of DMB practiced together in the bar during
building with no pretentiousness,” says Scottie, describing the appeal of
annual inventory,” says Mike London, Miller’s general manager.
Miller’s. “You will see every walk of life at Miller’s, and we go out of our
“Tim Reynolds of TR3 and Dave Matthews Band, Christian Gibbs
way to make everyone feel welcome. You will likely see a transient person
of The Family Band and Modern English, the guys of King Wilkie, the
sitting next to a banker discussing politics, beer and music.”
Jacob Fred Jazz Odyssey, the late great Johnny Gilmore — so many more
come to mind,” Mike adds.
Discover Charlottesville
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1965

												
From 1931 to 1974,
												
Charlottesville’s beloved
											
Paramount Theater was a
											 centerpiece of the community.
										 The venue hosted numerous films,
									 war bond drives, musical concerts,
							 kids’ shows and pageants, delighting
						 scores of patrons for decades.
1964

1963

1941

1964

However, it fell into disrepair and closed
its doors in 1974. Over the years,
		 community efforts thwarted
			 demolition of the
				historic venue.
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In 1992, a meticulous restoration of the theater began,
as well as the creation of new facilities designed to
		
expand the venue’s role as a performing arts center.
			
The project would cost roughly $17.6 million.

							
Opening once again on December 15, 2004,
						
The Paramount returned to its former grand glory.
					Today, residents and visitors alike enjoy a full array
			of theatrical performances, family events
		 and private and community gatherings.

MAKING MERRY

Festivals & Events

March

Virginia Festival of the Book ~ Downtown & UVA
Charlottesville Ten Miler ~ Downtown

April

Charlottesville Marathon ~ Albemarle County
Tom Tom Founders Festival ~ Downtown
Taste of Monticello Wine Trail Festival ~ Downtown
Foxfield Spring Races ~ Garth Road, Albemarle County
Charlottesville Dogwood Festival ~ Charlottesville
Historic Garden Week ~ Albemarle County

May

University of Virginia Commencement Exercises ~ UVA
Montpelier Wine Festival ~ Montpelier
Crozet Spring Arts & Craft Festival ~ Crozet
Strawberry Festival ~ Court Square, Stanardsville

June

Look3 Festival of the Photograph ~ Downtown
Mid-Atlantic Power Festival ~ Event Field, US Route 33, Ruckersville

July

Monticello Independence Day Celebration and
Naturalization Ceremony ~ Monticello
Orange County Fair - New Fairgrounds, Orange County
Wintergreen Summer Music Festival ~
Wintergreen Resort, Nelson County
Albemarle County Fair ~ Ash Lawn-Highland
African-American Cultural Arts Festival ~ Charlottesville

August

Virginia Craft Brewers Fest ~ Devils Backbone
Brewing Company, Nelson County
Montpelier Civil War Encampment ~ Montpelier

September

Top of the Hops Beer Fest ~ Downtown
Orange Street Festival ~ Town of Orange
Heritage Harvest Festival at Monticello ~ Monticello
Foxfield Fall Races ~ Garth Road, Albemarle County
Constitution Day Celebration & Taste of
Freedom Wine Festival ~ Montpelier
Lockn’ Music Festival ~ Oak Ridge Estate & Farm, Nelson County
Cville Pride Festival ~ Downtown
Cville Vegetarian Festival ~ Downtown

October

Fall Fiber Festival & Montpelier Sheep Dog Trials ~ Montpelier
Crozet Fall Arts & Craft Festival ~ Crozet
The Festy Experience ~ Devils Backbone
Brewing Company, Nelson County

November

Vintage Virginia Apples Annual Harvest Festival ~
Albemarle Ciderworks, Albemarle County
Virginia Film Festival ~ Downtown & UVA
Montpelier Hunt Races ~ Montpelier

December

First Night Virginia Festival of the Arts ~ Downtown

Noteworthy Ongoing Events
Saturdays ~ Farmer’s Market (Mar - Nov) ~ Downtown
Friday ~ Fridays After Five (April - Sept) ~ Downtown
Summer ~ Ash Lawn Opera ~ Paramount Theater, Downtown
September & October ~ Apple Harvest Celebration ~
Carter Mountain Orchard, Albemarle County
June through August ~ Heritage Theatre Festival ~ UVA

PATIO DINING AT VIVACE. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF ROY VAN DOORN)

FEASTING
Virginia’s reputation as an emerging culinary mecca was sealed
recently when Esquire magazine named the Commonwealth the Food
Region of 2014 for its wealth of talented chefs, its dedicated farmers and
food artisans and its enthusiastic eaters.
In many ways, Charlottesville is the epicenter of this food revolution.
For years, the city and its immediate surrounding area have hosted a heap
of restaurants — over 400 by some estimates. It’s a staggering number
of eateries for a city of just 44,000 people. And while there is always a
degree of churn with new restaurants replacing old ones, the mainstays of
Charlottesville’s culinary scene are surprisingly stable.
Another hallmark of the city’s restaurant offerings is the number of
independently owned and operated eateries. While chain restaurants certainly
exist here, locally owned spots make up the lion’s share. Charlottesville’s
citizens value entrepreneurship, and nowhere is that more evident than in
its array of eateries. Whether you’re hungry for a hearty breakfast or a light
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lunch, a Southern supper or a French-inspired dinner, Charlottesville offers
a solution to make practically any food wish come true.
Breakfast:
Bluegrass Grill | A block south of the Downtown Mall, this breakfast and
lunch spot in the historic Glass Building is voted best breakfast in town
time and time again and is especially revered for a menu that can please
bacon-lovers and vegans alike. If you go on a weekend, plan to arrive early
or wait until midday as the line is always long. Takes cash or check only.
Bodo’s Bagels | With locations near Barracks Road Shopping Center,
on The Corner and on Preston Avenue, a Bodo’s is nearby wherever you
might be. Choose from dozens of bagel flavors and every fixin’ you can
imagine. It’s a great choice for breakfast or lunch, and families love the
quick service and PB&J option.

MarieBette Café & Bakery | For a little French flair, check out this
bakery on Rose Hill Drive. Enjoy a sit-down breakfast — croque madame,
anyone? — or grab a pain au chocolat or canelé to go.
Lunch:
Revolutionary Soup | Stop by a Rev Soup off the Downtown Mall or on The
Corner for made-from-scratch soups and stews and innovative sandwiches
and salads, featuring many locally grown and sourced ingredients.
Bizou | With its French-inspired menu, Bizou has been a mainstay on the
Downtown Mall for nearly 20 years. The classic meatloaf has a dedicated
following among local lunch-goers.
Sticks Kebob Shop | With locations on Preston Avenue and on Pantops
Mountain, vegetarians and meat eaters can both find delicious options
here, and the service is quick. For a treat, try the fresh-squeezed limeade.
Dinner:
Brookville Restaurant | Tucked in the upper floor of a historic building
on the west side of the Downtown Mall, Brookville offers a true taste of
Virginia, with a menu boasting 95% locally sourced ingredients. For a
taste of well-made Southern cuisine, order the Chicken ‘n Waffles.
The Alley Light | Named for its somewhat mysterious location down
2nd Street, just a half block off the west side of the Downtown Mall, this
French-inspired fine-dining experience has been nominated for a James
Beard Foundation award.
The Local Restaurant and Catering | Head across the bridge from the
eastern edge of the Downtown Mall and into the Belmont neighborhood
for this fine-dining dinner spot, whose menu features many locally
sourced ingredients. The crispy Rag Mountain trout is a favorite.
Dessert:
Paradox Pastry | A block south of the Downtown Mall in the Glass
Building, this is the place to go for that 3 o’clock sugar fix, with cookies,
cakes and pastries that are equal parts familiar and innovative. The Jewish
Apple Cake is a specialty, and the carrot cake is nut-free.
Pearl’s Cupcake Shoppe | Over on West Main Street — between the
Downtown Mall and the University of Virginia — the cupcakes at this
bakery are simply divine, with dairy-free and gluten-free options. The
bacon chocolate cupcake will create a delicious lasting impression.
Ben & Jerry’s | When you’re in the mood for ice cream, nothing suits
quite like Ben & Jerry’s. Stop by the shop in Barracks Road Shopping
Center for a scoop of an old favorite or try one of the limited edition
flavors available only in its brick and mortar stores.
Discover Charlottesville
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Spotlight | Parallel 38
The 38th parallel north crosses Europe, the Mediterranean Sea, Asia,
the Pacific Ocean, North America and the Atlantic Ocean. Italy, Greece,
Turkey, Iran, Japan and Spain lie along its path, as do many provinces of
China and states in the U.S., including California, Illinois, Indiana and
Virginia. The 38th parallel south passes through southern Australia, New
Zealand, Chile and southern Argentina. This cross-section of the world is
especially rich in culinary traditions, and it is that great array of cuisines
that Chef and Owner Justin Ross seeks to reflect at Parallel 38.
“It’s a temperate climate that is the most conducive to food and
beverage success in history,” says Justin, who used this geographic
underpinning to create the concept for his restaurant, located in the
Shops at Stonefield, an open-air shopping center at the corner of U.S.
Route 29 and Hydraulic Road. Since it opened in 2013, Parallel 38
has won the hearts of the Charlottesville community, and in its first
year was voted Best Restaurant by C-VILLE Weekly.
“We wanted to provide a place that allows people to come try
a bunch of different foods that bring the whole Mediterranean food
scene together,” he explains. “It’s not just Spanish; it’s not just Italian.
We try to focus a lot on the eastern Mediterranean and the mezze
[small-plate dishes served in places such as Iran, Turkey, Azerbaijan
and the Balkans] and try to bring it all together so people can try food
done in a specific way with Virginia’s ingredients.”
This emphasis on providing varied cuisines extends to the
restaurant’s beverage program, which includes over 100 different wines,
all available by the glass to allow customers to experience wines from
all over the world, including lesser-known wine regions. “We want to
introduce people to new things, whether it be flavors they’ve never had
or a wine they’ve never had,” Justin says.
The offerings include several Virginia wines, and the restaurant
also sources all of its ciders and most of its bottled beers from the
Commonwealth. Showcasing the best of Virginia doesn’t end at the bar —
the restaurant works with many local farms and food artisans for produce,
meat and cheese. While he has valued partnering with local farmers
throughout his career, Justin feels the selection of high-quality, locally
produced ingredients available in Charlottesville is especially robust.
“It’s a very unique landscape, I think, to have a city in the middle
of all this farmland,” he says.
Farm-to-Table | An important pillar of Charlottesville’s culinary prowess
is its wealth of talented small farmers who pour their lives and livelihoods
into growing exceptional fruits and vegetables and raising healthy animals
for meat, milk and eggs. Perhaps nowhere are those efforts more evident
than at Charlottesville City Market — a vibrant farmers market held
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JUSTIN ROSS, OWNER OF PARALLEL 38. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF
MEREDITH COE PHOTOGRAPHY)

downtown on Saturday mornings, from April through December —
which is beloved by locals for its vast selection of raw and prepared foods
as well as for its handcrafted goods.
Charlottesville’s chefs are equally inspired by its farmers, and restaurants
throughout the region prize their relationships with local producers and the
high-quality fruit, vegetables, eggs, cheese and meat they provide. The result
is a true partnership that lifts the local economy and makes Charlottesville a
shining example of the farm-to-table movement.
Spotlight | Timbercreek Market
In the historic Coca-Cola Building on Preston Avenue, Timbercreek
Market is taking the very definition of local food to new heights.
“We know where everything comes from, from the bread to the
veggies to the protein,” says Sara Miller, founder and owner of the
market, which includes a full-service deli counter, café and sandwich
shop, and offers prepared dinners and platters to go, as well as many
staple grocery items. The shop’s beef, lamb, pork and poultry products,
and much of its produce, comes from Timbercreek Farm, which Sara
owns and runs with her husband, Zach. On the farm’s verdant, rolling
acres, the couple raises pastured, grass-fed animals, and they grow staple
produce items such as greens, tomatoes and peppers.
“It is a true farm-to-fork experience: farmer-owned, farmer-raised,
farmer-sold,” Sara says of Timbercreek Market. “If we don’t grow it, we
know who does. Everything from our proteins to our produce is offered
at the market, as well as other offerings of local staple goods.”
Discover Charlottesville
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TIMBERCREEK MARKET. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF SARA MILLER)

FEASTING
For its sandwiches and prepared meals, Timbercreek Market partners
with local food artisans, including Albemarle Baking Company. On
its shelves, the market features pantry items like Three-Grain Pancake
Mix from Woodson’s Mill near Lowesville, Virginia. Its beer selection
is also heavily Virginia-sourced. The shop does expand its reach with
European wines and cheeses, valuing the quality of these items. “We
believe in local when local is truly better,” Sara says.
One of the shop’s singular offerings is what it calls “Steak on a
Plate” — any cut of protein out of the case, grilled to order, any time of
day. Sara calls it a “secret steakhouse” and notes that it is popular with
the locals for both lunch and dinner.
Since opening in summer 2015, the market has also earned a stellar
reputation for its creative take on classic sandwiches, like its ham and
cheese, featuring bread from Albemarle Baking Company, smoked
ham from Timbercreek Farm cured in-house, Virginia-made cheese,
applesauce produced in-house from apples grown at Henley’s Orchard
in nearby Crozet, and house-made hot sauce from chili peppers grown
at the farm. For Sara, it’s a prime example of what the market does best:
connecting its customers with the bounty of Virginia.
“How much more local and fantastic can you get?” she asks, with a laugh.
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Restaurant Pomme

Aberdeen Barn

Nestled in the foothills of the Blue Ridge, in
downtown Gordonsville, Virginia, Restaurant
Pomme provides an authentic classic French
dining experience and award winning wine list.
The restaurant welcomes diners and guests to
a warm and inviting recreation
of the French country side-from
food to decor. Whether on a
day trip or gathering with
friends and family, we wish to
share our passion of food and
wine with you. À votre santé et
bon appétit.

Established in 1965 as Charlottesville’s
premier steakhouse. Dinner at “the Barn”
has become as central to the Charlottesville
experience as tailgating at Scott Stadium
before the big game. Serving only the finest
Certified Angus Steaks among the fires of
our open charcoal hearth, Award Winning
Roast Prime Rib, fresh seafood, exceptional
wine & much more. Discover what has
made the Aberdeen Barn a local favorite for
more than 40 years! You can also enjoy fine
wine, cocktails & cordials at our piano bar
in this unique cocktail area. Featuring light
jazz piano Friday and Saturday and three
flat screen televisions tuned into the latest
sporting events.

Lunch: Tue – Sat 11:30am – 2pm
Dinner: Tue – Sat 5:30pm – 9:30pm
Brunch: Sun 11:30am – 2:30pm
Closed: Sun Night & Mon
115 S. Main Street, Gordonsville VA 22942

540.832.0130

restaurant-pomme.com

Open daily from 5pm
2018 Holiday Drive, Charlottesville

434.296.4630

aberdeenbarn.com

Commonwealth
Restaurant & Skybar
We welcome you to our commonwealth
where we bring you inventive and distinctive
dining, exceptional award winning bar
offerings and our shared commitment to
providing you an experience you won’t soon
forget. Our menus feature expertly crafted
dishes influenced by the bounty of our home
state highlighting our region’s abundant
flavors. Whether imbibing at our Library Bar,
relaxing in our Restaurant or star gazing at
our Skybar, we promise you a warm welcome
and something to please your palate. We look
forward to having you become a part of our
community.
Mon – Thurs 5:30pm – 10pm
Fri – Sat 5:30pm – 11pm
Happy Hour: Mon – Fri 3pm – 6pm
Brunch: Sun 10am – 5pm
422 E. Main Street, Charlottesville

434.202.7728

commonwealthskybar.com
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Taste of India
Fine Indian Cuisine

Taste of India welcomes you to taste our
exotic flavors of authentic cuisine from
North and South India. India’s cuisine is
a combination of subtle tastes where the
flavors are as varied as India’s climate and
as exotic as India’s people. Fragrant, zesty,
and warm spices are delicately blended to
create the dishes we present to you. Each
dish boasts its own distinctive flavor and
aroma. Prepared every day, the blending and
preparation of fresh spices is an exacting,
centuries old craft. Catering for weddings,
birthdays, and special occasions. Take-out
service available.
Open 7 days a week
Lunch Buffet: 11:00am – 2:30pm
Dinner: 5pm – 9:30pm
Delivery and take-out service
is available through
orderup.com and tasteofindiacvl.com

Thai Cuisine &
Noodle House

Monsoon Siam

We offer an eclectic selection of traditional
Thai cuisine, hot noodle bowls, Vietnamese
Pho and more, in a friendly, relaxing and fun
atmosphere. Our menu satisfies the taste of
many, including vegetarians and vegans. The
dishes we’ve created are reminiscent of the
delicious street food found all over Thailand.
We are conveniently located just off of Route
29 near local shopping and hotels. In the
lower level of the Stone Ridge Shopping
Center off Hydraulic Road.

Monsoon Siam is an easy, cozy place to hang
out with friends or family and enjoy a unique
selection of dishes inspired by original Thai
cuisine. The diverse and personal menu
includes delicious traditional favorites like
Pad Thai and Tom Yum noodle soup, as well
as imaginative vegetarian and seafood
dishes. On beautiful days, guests can enjoy
the sights and sounds of the city while dining
on the large shaded patio overlooking Market
Street. While indoors, diners will find colorful
eclectic decor featuring art and furniture
by employees, friends, and local artists.
Monsoon Siam is located just outside the
Downtown Mall at the corner of 2nd Street
NW and West Market Street.

Dine In – Take Out
Delivery is available through our website.
Open Seven Days A Week
Lunch: 11am – 2:30pm
Dinner: 5pm – 9pm

2005 Commonwealth Drive, Charlottesville

434.974.1326

thaicuisinecville.com

Fine Thai Cuisine

Lunch: Mon – Fri 11am – 3pm, Sun 12 – 3pm
Dinner: Sun – Thu 5 – 9pm, Fri – Sat 5 – 10pm
Dine In – To Go – Delivery
113 W. Market Street, Charlottesville

434.971.1515

monsoonsiamcville.com
310 E. Main Street, Charlottesville

434.984.9944

tasteofindiacvl.com
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Plaza Azteca

Fellini’s

Plaza Azteca Mexican Restaurant takes pride
in serving our guests the most authentic
Mexican food along with a wonderful dining
experience! Our chef has mastered the
preparation of Mexican seasonings for our
dishes, such as our classic Enchiladas, Burritos,
Quesadillas, Nachos and our signature platter,
“Sizzling Fajitas”. We hope you’ll agree that it’s
the best place for food, fun, margaritas and
appetizers like our fresh tableside Guacamole!
Whatever the occasion, we are always ready
to spice up your dining experience. Located
in the Seminole Square Shopping Center just
off Route 29 North. Come share the flavors of
Mexico at Plaza Azteca!
Mon – Thurs 11am – 10pm
Fri 11am – 11pm
Sat 11am – 10:30pm
Sun 11am – 9:30pm

Fellini’s is a classic Italian restaurant located
in the heart of downtown Charlottesville that
features delicious Italian fare and live music
daily in a historically-preserved, warm
and cozy atmosphere. We have a variety
of wines, beers on tap and handcrafted
“Fellini’s” cocktails. Be sure to include
Fellini’s in your plans — before or after an
event downtown, after a hike, on Sunday
for an amazing brunch or for a romantic
interlude to your hectic schedule. Join us
for an evening of great food and music and
celebrate the Passions of Life! Located just a
block north of the Downtown Mall.
Open Daily at 5pm
Sunday Brunch 11am – 2pm
200 W. Market Street, Charlottesville

434.979.4279
felliniscville.com

The Local Restaurant
& Catering
Located in the heart of Belmont, The Local has
been featured in Travel and Leisure, Southern
Living, Virginia Living, Garden and Gun
Magazines and on CNN.
Our food is locally sourced as much as the
seasons allow. We pride ourselves in crafting
comfort foods with a flair. A culinary spectrum
from steak, to pasta and vegetarian to fish,
our famous french fries, delectable salads
and popular crispy shrimp enchant the most
discerning diners.
Our fruitful beverage selections include fine
Scotch and other whiskies, wine from local
vineyards and unique selections from around
the world. We also stock locally crafted beers
and beers from across the country.
Sun – Thurs 5.30pm – 10pm
Fri & Sat 5.30pm – 11pm

101 Seminole Court, Charlottesville

434.964.1045
plazaazteca.com

824 Hinton Avenue, Charlottesville

434.984.9749

thelocal-cville.com
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Threepenny Cafe

Paradox Pastry

ZoCaLo

Referencing 1928’s “The Threepenny Opera”
that stood traditional opera on its ear and
created a new, exciting art form for the
masses, the creative cuisine at Threepenny
Cafe is intended to bring you amazing flavors
using fresh ingredients at affordable prices.
And that’s worth a round of applause! Enjoy
appetizers meant for sharing, artisan pizzas,
and entrées with global influences. Dine in
the garden-like setting of the outdoor patio,
which is pet friendly. Nightly specials and
live music events abound, and a scrumptious
brunch is offered on the weekends. Located
in Midtown. Free parking in all Main Street
Market lots.
Tues – Thurs 5pm – last seating 9pm
Fri & Sat 5pm – last seating 9:30pm
Brunch: Sat 10am – 2pm & Sun 10am – 4pm
Closed Sun and Mon Evenings

A one-of-a-kind, open format bakery and
café, Paradox Pastry invites you to watch
the bakers in action as you enjoy a variety
of European and American offerings paired
with signature coffees and teas. Enjoy a
breakfast quiche, fritatta, multi-grain muffin
or croissant, try the tasty lunch specials
featuring sandwiches, healthy soups and
salads or go straight for the dessert action!
You will find a rotating menu of confections
to delight in — layer cakes, tarts, gluten free
options, pies and cookies upon cookies. Find
us in the Warehouse District, just south of the
Downtown Mall on 2nd Street.
Mon – Fri 7am – 6pm
Sat 7am – 4pm
Sun Closed

ZoCaLo is located in the center of
Charlottesville’s Historic Downtown Mall. We
offer contemporary Latin-inspired cuisine in
a warm, modern setting. Flavors are drawn
from Spain, South America and Mexico,
and our dishes have just the right amount
of boldness and spice to excite your palate
without overwhelming it. Enjoy a glass of
wine from our extensive wine list, which
features a broad selection of Spanish, South
American and Virginia wines. Our large patio
is fantastic for sipping a signature cocktail as
you catch up with friends or watch people
strolling the Mall. Come and see what has
made us a favorite with locals and visitors
alike for the past decade.
Dinner begins at 5pm
Closed Mon

420 W. Main Street, Charlottesville

paradoxpastrycafe.com

313 2nd Street, Charlottesville

434.245.2253

434.995.5277

201 E. Main Street, Charlottesville

434.977.4944

zocalo-restaurant.com

threepennycafe.com
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REFLECTIONS OF MONTICELLO. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF LILY COLLINS AND THE CHARLOTTESVILLE ALBEMARLE CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU)

Monticello Wine Trail
A visit to Charlottesville is also a voyage into the heart of Virginia
wine country. The fifth-largest producer of wine in the United States,
Virginia’s wine industry is coming into its own, and nowhere is that more
notable than in the Monticello Wine Trail — a group of 30 vineyards
and wineries within a 25-mile radius of Monticello, Thomas Jefferson’s
mountaintop home just south of Charlottesville.
Two-hundred years ago, Jefferson, our third president and an ardent
wine enthusiast, envisioned his beloved Virginia standing shoulderto-shoulder with the Old World’s finest wine regions. He planted two
vineyards at Monticello during his lifetime as his own contribution to
that vision. It took many more years than Jefferson might have imagined,
but Virginia’s emergence as a major player in U.S. wine has come to
fruition. The counties surrounding Jefferson’s home are now designated
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as the Monticello Viticultural Area — in recognition of the region’s
pivotal role in the Commonwealth’s flourishing wine industry.
It is hard to overstate the energy and enthusiasm within Virginia’s
wine industry, and the Monticello Wine Trail is its epicenter, welcoming
visitors from down the road and across the globe to enjoy a glass of worldclass wine amid the beauty of the Blue Ridge Mountains and foothills.
Most of the wineries and vineyards on the Monticello Wine Trail offer
tasting rooms that are open to the public, with wines that reflect a diverse
array of grape varietals. Virginia Viognier is a singular gem, and visitors
can find whites, reds, blends and sparkling wines to suit any palate.
We invite you to discover the birthplace of American wine and learn
more about the Monticello Wine Trail at monticellowinetrail.com.

Early Mountain
Vineyards
Located in Madison at the foot of the
Blue Ridge Mountains, Early Mountain
Vineyards invites you to experience
its spectacular wines, warm and
inviting tasting room, picturesque
outdoor
spaces,
palate-pleasing
menu selections and breathtaking
views. Open Sun & Mon 11am – 6pm,
closed Tues, Wed & Thu 11am – 6pm,
Fri 11am – 8pm, Sat 11am – 5pm.

Jefferson Vineyards
Jefferson Vineyards is a family owned
winery and vineyard, located where
Thomas Jefferson and Philip Mazzei first
began the American wine revolution.
Three decades ago, we introduced
quality modern viticulture to Virginia,
helping realize Jefferson’s dream. Our
winery offers select wines of superior
quality and is considered to have “one
of the region’s most consistent track
records” (Wine Spectator). We are the
closest winery to Charlottesville.

6109 Wolftown-Hood Road
Madison, VA 22727

1353 Thomas Jefferson Parkway
Charlottesville, VA 22902

540.948.9005

434.977.3042

earlymountain.com

jeffersonvineyards.com

Keswick Vineyards

Chestnut Oak Vineyard

Located in the heart of wine country
on the Monticello Wine Trail, Keswick
Vineyards uses a minimalist approach
in making its wine by focusing on
the vineyards to produce the best
possible fruit. While approachable
when young, most of the wines will
see 5 — 10 years easily in the bottle.
Picnic areas are available to enjoy the
beautiful view or sip on the enclosed
front porch. Family and pet friendly.
Open daily 9am – 5pm.

Chestnut Oak Vineyard was started
with the intent of producing the
highest quality wine possible in
Central Virginia. We were inspired
by those vineyards of the Monticello
Region that came before us.

1575 Keswick Winery Drive
Keswick, VA 22947

5050 Stony Point Road
Barboursville, VA 22923

434.244.3341

434.964.9104

keswickvineyards.com

Come visit us for an unusual
experience. We are located along a
scenic Virginia byway, three miles
south of the iconic Barboursville
Vineyards.

chestnutoakvineyard.com

Cooper Vineyards

Grace Estate Winery

Located in Louisa, just a short drive
from Charlottesville. Enjoy daily
wine tastings in our LEED-certified
Platinum award-winning tasting room
year round. Cooper Vineyards offers
a number of wines to fit a variety
of tastes. Come on in and taste our
wines, purchase a bottle to enjoy and
relax on Saturday and Sunday with
live music in the tasting room or on
the deck. Become a member of our
Wine Club. Open daily 11am – 5pm.

“An old world family heritage blends
a new world wine tradition with
Virginia terroir.” On 62 acres of
Estate vineyards, we produce artisan
small batch red and white wines;
single varietals and blends. Join
us in the friendliest tasting room
around! Enjoy our award winning
wines and beautiful vineyard views.
Open Thu – Mon 11am – 5:30pm.
Friday Nights @ Grace 6 – 9pm,
May-October.

13372 Shannon Hill Road
Louisa, VA 23093

5273 Mount Juliet Farm
Crozet, VA 22932

540.894.5474

434.823.1486

coopervineyards.com

graceestatewinery.com
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KING FAMILY VINEYARDS. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF CHRISTY MASSIE AND THE CHARLOTTESVILLE ALBEMARLE CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU)

Spotlight | King Family Vineyards
In Crozet — 20 miles from Charlottesville — the King family’s 377acre farm spreads across a wide valley, ribboned with 38 acres of carefully
cultivated grapevines planted by David and Ellen King and their family,
who relocated to Virginia from Houston in the late 1990s.
“Initially, our interest was to simply grow wine grapes as a way to
help make the farm a viable economic prospect,” says David King, cofounder and co-owner of King Family Vineyards. “We never envisioned
starting a winery, but it’s a very slippery slope. Once we were growing the
grapes, then we wanted to know how the grapes were used, and the next
thing we knew, we had built a winery.”
As King Family Vineyards has grown, so too has the Virginia wine
industry. The King family established the 75th vineyard in Virginia;
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today, more than 270 vineyards exist in the state. The Monticello Wine
Trail — the vineyards and wineries surrounding Jefferson’s Monticello
home — has emerged as a powerhouse in the winemaking world, both in
Virginia and beyond.
“The area around Monticello is a special place, and the Wine Trail
showcases the area, the wines and the stories,” says David. “Trail wineries
are supportive and collaborative — a great combination.”
King Family Vineyards produces 11 wines from seven grape varieties,
with white wines including Chardonnay, Viognier and Petit Manseng, as
well as a Chardonnay-Viognier-Petit Manseng blend and a white dessert
wine from dried Petit Manseng. Reds include Cabernet Franc, Merlot,
Petit Verdot and Malbec, as well as a Bordeaux-style Meritage blend

ROSELAND POLO AT KING FAMILY VINEYARDS. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF
KING FAMILY VINEYARDS)

of all four red varietals and a Port-style Petit Verdot. The vineyard also
produces a Brut sparkling wine from the Chardonnay grape and a dry
rosé from Merlot.
With its romantic setting — verdant, rolling hills and panoramic
views of the Blue Ridge Mountains — King Family Vineyards plays host
to many weddings each year. “Our customers want to experience the
place, the story as well as the wines,” David says.
King Family Vineyards is also well-known locally for its polo matches on
Sundays, welcoming families and picnic lunches. Polo is an important part of
the King family’s life that they have eagerly shared with the community.
“I’ve played polo my whole adult life, and when I started playing in
Houston in the early 1980s, the atmosphere was very relaxed. Anyone that

KING FAMILY VINEYARDS WINEMAKER MATTHIEU FINOT. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF
KING FAMILY VINEYARDS)
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THE KING FAMILY. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF KING FAMILY VINEYARDS & AARON
WATSON PHOTOGRAPHY)
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wanted to come watch would just drive to the side of the field, pull out a
few folding chairs, let the dogs and kids out, and enjoy the horses and a little
green grass,” David says. “We’ve tried to continue that here. No tickets; no
dress code; bring your own picnic. People seem to like it this way.”
In recent years, King Family Vineyards has built a new winery to
add capacity and technologies to its winemaking, planted new acres of
vines to allow for additional varieties and purchased a new, 50-acre parcel
toward the nearby mountains. Looking ahead, David says the next few
years will be about embracing this growth. “We feel lucky to have as many
options as we do. Now comes the hard part: doing the work.”
“Our story is pretty simple,” David adds. “Our whole family lives
and works on the farm, and we try to do the best we can to make classic
wines — wines that suit our taste. We have a great winemaking team,
and we all enjoy what we do. The farm is a really good site in an area
that is well-suited for winegrowing. We feel very fortunate to be able to
live and work here.”
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Craft Breweries,
Distilleries and
Cideries of the
Blue Ridge
Virginia offers a wine country
unparalleled in the region, but its leisure
beverage industry doesn’t end there. The
state is also home to a growing network
of cideries, breweries and distilleries. The
Charlottesville area in particular is a veritable
epicenter of these craft beverage industries,
with plenty of tasting and tap rooms to visit
to sample the goods — and perhaps even
grab a growler or two as a memento.
Breweries | Virginia is home to more than
120 breweries, most of which produce craft
beer — brews made in small batches that are
often rotated seasonally. Many craft breweries
offer tasting flights, or an assortment of
small pours that allow customers to sample
some of the beers on tap. Charlottesville has
several breweries within walking distance
of its downtown, including South Street
Brewery, Champion Brewing Company
and Three Notch’d Brewing Company.
For those looking to get out of the
city, Starr Hill Brewery and Pro Re
Nata Brewery, both in Crozet, and Blue
Mountain Brewery in Afton offer a taste
of central Virginia craft brews in a more
scenic setting. These breweries are part
of a collection of Craft Breweries of the
Blue Ridge scattered among the foothills
of the Blue Ridge Mountains. A guide
to visiting these breweries is available in
most hotel lobbies.

SOUTH STREET BREWERY. (PHOTOGRAPH
COURTESY OF SOUTH STREET BREWERY &
PHOTOGRAPHER TOM DALY)

SOUTH STREET BREWERY SAMPLER. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF ROY VAN DOORN)
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Distilleries | Craft distilleries are catching on
in the Commonwealth, with more than a dozen
and counting springing up in recent years.
Charlottesville is home to urban distillery
Vitae Spirits, which is specializing in rum,
gin and liqueurs. Residing in neighboring
Nelson County are Silverback Distillery,
producing vodka, gin, American whiskey and
bourbon, and Virginia Distillery Company,
which crafts single-malt whisky on Scottishmade stills. Visitors to these
distilleries can sample the
spirits — and treat themselves
to a bottle to take home.
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Cideries | With its mountainous terrain, Virginia
provides excellent conditions for growing apples,
especially the tannic varieties that
make the best craft cider. The state
is now home to 14 cideries, and
their numbers are increasing each
year. Charlottesville area visitors
can check out the two Bold Rock
Hard Cider tasting rooms, on Carter
Mountain off Route 53 or on
Route 151 in Nellysford;
the cidery and tasting
room at Albemarle
Ciderworks, down
Route 29 South; or
Castle Hill Cider, off
Route 231 in Keswick.

VITAE SPIRITS DISTILLERY. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF ROY VAN DOORN)

Spotlight | Vitae Spirits
The first thing to know about Vitae Spirits, an urban distillery
on Henry Avenue in Charlottesville, is how to pronounce it. It’s “veetie” — or “vee-tee” if you want to say it like a European. It’s a name
carefully chosen by founder Ian Glomski.
“When pure alcohol was discovered, it was called aqua vitae — the
water of life,” he explains.
For Ian, vitae is also an apt term because Vitae Spirits represents
a new chapter in his own life. A former professor of microbiology at
the University of Virginia, Ian decided to switch gears to a career that
married his dual loves of microbiology and food.
“I am without a doubt a foodie, but in particular a microbial foodie,”
Ian says. His fascination with microbiology and food got him interested
in making beer years ago, when he started homebrewing. He took a
microbiology course to understand why his homemade beers weren’t
turning out quite right, and it sparked an academic career that included
a doctorate and, eventually, building and leading a lab at UVA.
That background in academia came in handy as Ian worked on the
business plan for Vitae Spirits. “Basically, a business proposal is just
like writing a grant — you have to justify everything and show that it

can be done,” he says with a chuckle. “So I had a lot of practice in the
format ahead of time.”
White rum is the first liquor that Vitae Spirits is producing as it
launches production in the fall of 2015. But this isn’t your standard well
rum. “Most people’s knowledge of rum has been tainted by the strippeddown rum the big international distilleries are peddling, which does not
taste like rum at all in my opinion,” Ian says. “In real rum, you can taste
the sugar cane and caramel and creaminess.”
All of Vitae’s liquors — which will eventually include gin and dark
rum — will be molasses-based. For the gin, Ian will use a hybrid infusionsteeping process to impart the essence not only of juniper berries but also
16 other botanicals. Vitae has plans for cordials and liqueurs as well.
At the tasting room, visitors can try four half-ounce pours apiece,
available straight-up or in mini versions of mixed drinks. A retail space
offers bottles for sale as well as craft-produced mixers, and the distillery
also gives tours, allowing visitors to learn more about craft distilling.
That hands-on approach to visiting, tasting and educating is at the
heart of Ian’s vision for Vitae.
“That’s part of our value,” he says. “We’re not a faceless bottle on a shelf.”
Discover Charlottesville
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GETTING OUT
More than two dozen parks lie within Charlottesville’s city
limits, offering a means for all kinds of outdoor activities, from
paved walking and biking trails to elaborate playgrounds to nature
walks — and even a disc golf course! The city and its surrounding
area are also home to several golf courses of the traditional kind.
And for those looking for more rugged terrain, parks in neighboring
counties offer hiking and mountain biking trails.
Playgrounds | There are many playgrounds to choose from scattered
throughout Charlottesville. See charlottesville.org for a complete list.
Pen Park | Located off East Rio Road, this park consistently ranks as
a local favorite given its diverse offerings, which include a playground
with equipment for both toddlers and school-aged children, a paved
fitness trail, a scenic hiking trail, picnic shelters and a sand volleyball
court. Restrooms are available during spring, summer and fall. The
solid rubber surface beneath the playground structures is also ideal
for crawling babies and new walkers.
Forest Hills Park | If you are looking for a spot for kids to cool off in
the summertime, this park located south of Midtown Charlottesville
on Forest Hills Avenue includes a large spray park where kids can enjoy
the water. Two adjacent playgrounds include equipment for varying
ages. Restrooms are available during spring, summer and fall. Forest
Hills also provides a covered picnic area and a paved walking path.
McGuffey Park | A block north of the historic Downtown Mall
at the intersection of 2nd Street NW and High Street, this newly
renovated playground includes a wide variety of equipment as well
as ample benches for tired parents.
Golf courses | There are four golf courses in the immediate
Charlottesville area, including one in the heart of the city.
Meadowcreek Golf Course | Comprising 155 acres in the middle of
Charlottesville, this golf course on Pen Park Road is known for its
natural beauty, including established oak, dogwood and cherry trees,
which offer exceptional color in the spring and fall.
Birdwood Golf Course at Boar’s Head | This par-72 championship
golf course, located at Boar’s Head Inn on the southwestern side of
Charlottesville, was awarded a 4.5-star rating from Golf Digest.
RIVANNA TRAIL. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF CHRIS CLARK AND
THE CHARLOTTESVILLE ALBEMARLE CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU)
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Walking Trails | With a network of trails that nearly encircle the city,
plus many others snaking through its midst, Charlottesville offers several
paths designed for enjoyable walks.
Rivanna Trail | This handicapped-accessible paved trail begins at
Riverview Park in southeastern Charlottesville and continues north for
about 2.3 miles. It is part of the Rivanna Trails Foundation system —
trails encircling Charlottesville designed to create and protect footpaths,
trails and greenways within the Rivanna River watershed.
Saunders-Monticello Trail | Running through the 89-acre Kemper Park
along the Thomas Jefferson Parkway, this popular 2-mile trail includes
a wide paved and gravel trail that winds its way up to Monticello’s
visitor center and ticket office. Other more rustic hiking trails are also
available adjacent to this trail.
Hiking Trails | Those looking for scenic hikes can also find plenty of
trails in the counties surrounding Charlottesville, including a wealth of
options originating on Skyline Drive and the Blue Ridge Parkway.
Preddy Creek Trail Park | This 571-acre park north of Charlottesville on
Burnley Station Road offers 10 miles of trails — for hiking, running and
mountain biking — ranging from easy to moderate in difficulty.
Walnut Creek Park | With 525 acres, this park south of Charlottesville
in North Garden offers something for everyone: walking and hiking
trails, mountain biking, 45 acres for fishing and 2 acres for swimming, a
playground and a disc golf course. A modest entrance fee is required from
Memorial Day through Labor Day.
Humpback Rocks | Accessible off the Blue Ridge Parkway at milepost
5.8 near the Interstate 64 juncture, this challenging trail offers incredible
views of the Shenandoah Valley to the west, Shenandoah National Park
to the north and the Rockfish Valley to the east.
Sugar Hollow | This trail at the base of the Blue Ridge Mountains takes
its name from the nearby 47-acre reservoir that provides water for the
City of Charlottesville. A moderately challenging trail, it is accessible
after crossing a bridge of large boulders that spans a small creek. Locals
enjoy the swimming holes found at the top of the trail.

OUTDOOR ROCK CLIMBING. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF
WWW.OUTDOORSOCIAL.COM/GROUPOUTINGS.HTM AND
THE CHARLOTTESVILLE ALBEMARLE CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU)
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SAUNDERS MONTICELLO TRAIL. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF KARRIE BOS AND THE CHARLOTTESVILLE ALBEMARLE CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU)

Spotlight | Ivy Creek Natural Area
Those looking for walking and hiking trails close to Charlottesville
can find an impressive array of choices at Ivy Creek Natural Area, a
wildlife habitat area just north of the city with 8 miles of rustic walking
and hiking trails that traverse woods, open fields, streams and 2 miles of
shoreline on the South Fork Rivanna Reservoir.
Once farmland, Ivy Creek Natural Area was founded in the 1970s
by local citizens who valued the property’s natural beauty and diverse
wildlife habitat, according to Tatyanna Patten, executive director of Ivy
Creek Foundation, the nonprofit organization that manages the site.
Land was added in parcels over the next several years until the natural
area grew to its present size of more than 200 acres.

The natural area’s history is as rich as its topography, Tatyanna notes.
A large swath of Ivy Creek Natural Area was formerly River View Farm,
founded by Hugh Carr, a freed slave who purchased its first 58 acres
in 1870. Carr and his second wife, Texie Mae Hawkins Carr, raised six
daughters and one son at River View Farm. Although Carr was illiterate,
he deeply valued education and as a result, five of his children earned
college degrees. His eldest daughter, Mary Carr Greer, became a noted
educator in Virginia. She married Conly Greer, Albemarle County’s first
black extension agent, who took over day-to-day operations at the farm
and transformed it into a showcase of best-management practices in
agriculture. Greer built a barn on the property that has been restored to
resemble its original design and is now used by the Ivy Creek Foundation
for educational purposes.
Discover Charlottesville
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The spirit of education and preservation
instilled by the Carr and Greer families is
alive and well at Ivy Creek, which offers
numerous educational programs
and attracts bird-watchers and
naturalists from across the
state who are drawn to
its forests, fields and
wetlands as well as its
convenient location,
immediately adjacent
to Charlottesville.
“It is rare to
HUGH CARR AND
TEXIE MAE
have this much
HAWKINS CARR.
contiguous acreage in
(PHOTOGRAPHS
conservation so close
USED WITH PERMISSION
to a dense population
OF THE IVY CREEK FOUNDATION,
INC., ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.)
area,” Tatyanna points
out. “For those who need
occasional respite from a city lifestyle, Ivy Creek Natural Area is a short
drive to find that retreat and connection.”
In addition to its rustic walking and hiking trails, the natural
area offers restrooms and a
three-quarter-mile
paved
trail. In order to retain
its focus on land and
wildlife conservation,
pets are not permitted.
However, the natural
area is a great place
for families.
“As a natural
wildlife habitat, most of
the conservation land
has been left untouched
by recent human activity,”
Tatyanna says. “That makes it an
excellent place to bring children
of all ages who want to explore
nature and view wildlife.”
“We hope visitors enjoy this
slice of nature on the edge of
the city,” she says.
IVY CREEK NATURAL AREA. (SKETCH USED WITH PERMISSION OF
THE IVY CREEK FOUNDATION, INC., ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.)
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CARTER MOUNTAIN ORCHARD. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF STACY KNIGHTON AND THE CHARLOTTESVILLE ALBEMARLE CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU)

Pick-Your-Own
Pick-your-own farms have gained popularity in recent years and with
good reason — the experience of harvesting locally grown produce at its
peak of freshness, plucked right from the field or orchard, is immensely
enjoyable. For the farms themselves, it’s a business model that helps
maximize the amount of harvest that stays in the community.
The Charlottesville area is home to several pick-your-own farms
that have been family owned for generations. Whether visiting in
spring, summer or fall, these are fun excursions, especially for families.
Spending an afternoon on a farm is an ideal way to get a true taste of
the bounty of the Blue Ridge.

Chiles Peach Orchard | A favorite for strawberries in the spring and
peaches in the summer, this orchard near Crozet sells fresh-picked fruit
and other produce in its country store, where it also offers treats — ice
cream, milkshakes and doughnuts — flavored with peaches.
Spring Valley Orchard | Visit Virginia in springtime and you’ll know the
glory of cherry trees in bloom — blossoms that yield fruit as spring turns
to summer. At Spring Valley in Afton, you can pick sweet cherries from
late May through June and pick up gourmet foods such as fruit butters,
jams and jellies at the orchard’s country store.
Discover Charlottesville
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Henley’s Orchard | Family-owned for four generations and in
operation since 1932, this orchard, between Crozet and White Hall,
offers 25 varieties of apples and 15 varieties of peaches.
Critzer Family Farm | A source for pick-your-own vegetables,
strawberries and peaches, this farm in Afton has been owned by the
same family for five generations.
Hill Top Berry Farm and Winery | Pick your own blackberries in
July, or enjoy handcrafted fruit wines and honey meads at the tasting
room year-round at this farm and winery in Nellysford.
Liberty Mills Farm | Head north to Somerset, Virginia, for this familyowned farm, where a fall visit offers great entertainment for kids in the
25-acre corn maze — with four trails — and pumpkin patch.
The Market at Grelen | Blueberries, raspberries, blackberries,
peaches and apples are available for the picking at this farm and
market in Somerset, north of Charlottesville.
Spotlight | Carter Mountain Orchard
Situated just two mountaintops away from Thomas Jefferson’s
Monticello, Carter Mountain Orchard offers sweeping vistas of the
Blue Ridge Mountains and the City of Charlottesville in the valley
below. While the views are stunning, visitors to this spot know that
picturesque scenery is only part of the fun of spending an afternoon up
the mountain. With wine and cider tasting rooms, a bakery, weekend
hayrides, Thursday night concerts and pick-your-own apples, Carter
Mountain offers a little something for every member of the family.
Planted as a commercial apple orchard more than 200 years ago,
Carter Mountain’s high elevation and eastern exposure make it an
ideal place to grow apples. The site was named for the family of John
Carter, a secretary for the Virginia Colony who received a land grant
for the entire mountain in 1729. After numerous owners in the years
that followed, the Chiles family began leasing the land in the 1970s
and purchased it in the 1980s. Initially, they operated the site as a
commercial orchard, growing apples for wholesale, but soon they
decided to try a different approach: They put the word out that folks
could come up the mountain to pick their own apples.
“It would just be my mom sitting up there with a cash box,
and people might wander by and pick some apples,” recalls Cynthia
Chiles, who operates Carter Mountain Orchard with her family.
CARTER MOUNTAIN ORCHARD. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF ROBERT RADIFERA
AND THE CHARLOTTESVILLE ALBEMARLE CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU)

“Over the years, it just grew in popularity, and people started coming
from farther away — it wasn’t just local families coming anymore. Lots of
travelers, lots of day-trippers and weekend-trip folks were finding us.”
While Carter Mountain continued to sell fruit wholesale, it started
adding more elements to its pick-your-own offerings, including a
bakery specializing in apple cider doughnuts as well as pies and cookies.
Soon, a country store and a commercial kitchen were added as well as a
tasting room, leased to Madison County-based Prince Michel Vineyard
& Winery, which also buys wine grapes grown at Carter Mountain.
In 2015, the Chiles family entered into a similar agreement to host a
tasting room for Bold Rock Hard Cider of Nelson County, which buys
apples from the orchard. “Over the years, we’ve listened to what our
customers have been looking for and added these things as we’ve been
able to,” Cynthia says.
The spot is a now a favorite for school field trips, birthday parties,
corporate events and weddings. On Thursday nights in spring, summer
and early fall, Carter Mountain stays open late, allowing visitors to watch a
sunset over the Blue Ridge Mountains from its panoramic vantage point.
The apple picking that put Carter Mountain on the map has
evolved into an annual tradition for many families, who come from
Charlottesville and afar to visit the 150-acre apple orchard at Carter
Mountain to pick more than a dozen varieties, including Ginger Gold,
Gala, Stayman, Winesap, Braeburn, Pink Lady and Albemarle Pippin.
Apple picking runs from mid-August through mid-November and is
Cynthia’s favorite time at the orchard. “November is such a lovely time
to come,” she says. “The weather is still very nice.”
The Chiles family owns two other pick-your-own orchards:
Chiles Peach Orchard in nearby Crozet, and Spring Valley Orchard
in Albemarle County, where tree-ripened sweet cherries are available
for picking in the late spring. Despite its growth and success, Chiles
orchards remain rooted in the idea of family, Cynthia says.
“We’re a family business and that’s really important to us,” she says,
noting that three generations of Chiles are now involved in the day-to-day
operation of the orchards. “Our business was built on families coming to
visit us — parents bringing their children, multigenerational families,
grandparents and cousins and uncles — for an outing. We’re really proud
that it’s a family tradition for so many people. I have customers who tell
me they take their Christmas card photo at Carter Mountain every year,
or they used to come to Carter Mountain when they were kids, and now
they’re married and have their own kids and it’s an important tradition
for them to pass down. We’re really grateful for that and feel a strong
obligation to give them what they’ve come for.”
More information about Carter Mountain and other Chiles Family
Orchards is available at chilesfamilyorchards.com.
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ALBEMARLE COUNTY GOLDEN. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF LISA LOTTS-SANNER AND THE CHARLOTTESVILLE ALBEMARLE CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU)

Crozet
Tucked in the foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains, Crozet is an
easy, 20-minute drive west of Charlottesville and offers visitors and locals
alike the perfect day trip — one that combines recreation, relaxation and
incredible views of Virginia’s rolling landscape.
The town has a strong agricultural background, hosting many old
orchards that are now pick-your-own spots for families, or utilized for the
state’s burgeoning cider production. In recent years, Crozet’s downtown has
added a new library, gym and coffee shop, but the town retains its quiet,
close-knit charm. With wine country and the Blue Ridge in its backyard,
Crozet’s outdoor offerings for visitors and families are especially robust.
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Our Lady of the Angels Monastery | Located on a peaceful hillside
outside of Crozet, this trappist monastery has been home to a community
of nuns for nearly three decades. The chapel is open for prayer daily,
and visitors’ participation in their monastic liturgy is welcome. As part
of their self-sustaining way of life, the nuns make Monastery Country
Cheese, a Dutch-style Gouda available in 2-pound wheels. The cheese has
an avid following both locally and nationally. Wheels can be purchased
on site or through the mail; for more information on hours and payment
options, see olamonastery.org. 1
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Stinson Vineyards | The product of a father/daughter winemaking team,
Stinson Vineyards wines carry a French influence, while capturing the
unique qualities of central Virginia. The vineyard is home to Piedmont
House, originally built in 1796 and expanded in the 1840s, where local
lore says General Stonewall Jackson stayed during his Valley Campaign of
1862. The vineyard’s tasting room overlooks the Blue Ridge Mountains. 3
Grace Estate Winery | Perched on the side of a mountain, with a
remarkable view over the Piedmont to the east, Grace Estate grows 14
varietals on its 62 cultivated acres. Tasting room visitors can sample the
vineyard’s offerings, which range from Chardonnay to Le Gras Cuve —
a Vidal Blanc/Petit Manseng blend — to Merlot and Cabernet Franc,
among many others. 4
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White Hall Vineyards | Established in 1992, White Hall Vineyards offers
views of the nearby Blue Ridge Mountains as guests enjoy the winery’s
offerings by the tasting or by the glass, with varieties including Viognier,
Petit Manseng and a red blend of Cabernet Franc/Chambourcin. Tours of
the winemaking facility are also available. 2
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JP Ave

Wineries | As part of the Monticello American Viticultural Area, Crozet
and surrounding communities host several vineyards that embody the vistas
and world-class wines of Virginia wine country.
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Crozet Artisan Depot & Albemarle Tourism
and Adventure Center | Located in the old Crozet
train depot, Crozet Artisan Depot provides artisans
in Western Albemarle County a place to share and
sell their work, ranging from paintings to jewelry to
pottery, woodwork, books, baskets, metalsmithing
and more. In the same building, visitors can stop
by the Albemarle Tourism and Adventure Center
for250
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Sugar Hollow | A favorite spot for locals, Sugar
Hollow Reservoir is fed by several mountain
streams, providing water for the City of
Charlottesville. Its waters are stocked with trout,
and the area offers a popular hiking trail with
a gradual incline leading up a mountainside to
multiple swimming holes. To access the trail,
one must cross a rocky stream using well-placed
29
boulders, so bring comfortable walking shoes. 5
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Crozet Pizza | A darling of the Crozet community

since 1977, Crozet Pizza was started by Bob and
Karen Crum and their four children. Karen created the recipe for the
pizza dough, while Bob came up with the perfect sauce. Each pie was
made by hand, to order. Now owned by Bob and Karen’s daughter,
Colleen, Crozet Pizza continues to make its pizzas to order for town
residents and visitors alike. 7
Starr Hill Brewery | A cornerstone of craft beer in Charlottesville, Starr
Hill began as a small brewery in downtown Charlottesville, eventually

moving to its current location in the old ConAgra Foods plant on
Three Notch’d Road in Crozet. At its new brewery space, the Starr
Hill team crafts a half-dozen flagship brews, including Northern
Lights — an India Pale Ale — and Dark Starr Stout, as well as several
seasonal and specialty beers. 8
Mint Springs Valley Park | With hiking trails, a swimming area and
fishing spots, Mint Springs is the ideal place to walk off a few slices
of pizza and a beer or two. Parents can find playgrounds and picnic
tables for the family as well. 9
Chiles Peach Orchard | Another great spot for families, Chiles Peach
Orchard offers pick-your-own strawberries in the spring and peaches in
the summer, as well as locally beloved peach milkshakes and doughnuts.
Picked fruit is also available for purchase. Families with kids are invited
to use the orchard’s several pull-behind wagons. 10
Roseland Polo at King Family Vineyards | On Sundays from Memorial
Day to Labor Day, King Family Vineyards offers an activity near and dear
to the heart of the King family: polo. Spectators are invited to come out
with a few chairs, an umbrella and a picnic basket and take in a free polo
match. Match time is 1:30 p.m., but visitors are encouraged to arrive
early, as these matches are popular. 11

Local Lore | Originally
dubbed
Wayland’s
Crossing, the Town of
Crozet was renamed
in 1870 in honor of
Colonel
Claudius
Crozet, the Frenchborn civil engineer who
oversaw construction of
the Blue Ridge Tunnel,
which was built in the
1850s to provide rail
passage through the
mountains — a project
that took eight years
PORTRAIT OF CLAUDIUS CROZET, BY
to complete. When
WILLIAM GARL BROWN
it opened in 1858,
the tunnel was the longest in the United States, at 4,237 feet.
The new passage was integral in helping to increase commerce
between the Shenandoah Valley and eastern Virginia.
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Nelson County offers visitors the chance to experience the wilderness
and rich rural traditions of those who love to call it home. Tucked between
Charlottesville to the northeast and Lynchburg to the southwest, the
county’s mountainous terrain offers vistas of the Blue Ridge Mountains
and the deep green splendor of the George Washington National Forest,
with the wide, winding James River forming the boundary to the southeast.
Within this bounty of natural beauty are miles of hiking trails, crystalclear fishing streams, historic family farms and orchards,
picturesque vineyards, inviting tap rooms
and unparalleled views of the
Commonwealth.
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Humpback Rocks | At milepost 5.8 on the Blue Ridge Parkway near
the Interstate 64 entrance, this prominent rocky outcrop provides a
panoramic view of the Shenandoah Valley below. Several hiking options
provide access to Humpback Rocks and the surrounding area, including
relatively easy hikes — the 0.25-mile Mountain Farm Trail, 0.3-mile
Catoctin Loop Trail and 0.2-mile Greenstone Trail — and a more
strenuous 2-mile section of the Appalachian Trail. 2
Wintergreen Resort | From summertime tubing, fishing, hiking and
swimming to wintertime skiing and snowboarding, Wintergreen Resort
offers a host of vacation- and family-friendly activities year-round. 3

Crabtree Falls | The highest vertical-drop cascading waterfall east of the
Mississippi River consists of five major cascades and several smaller ones
plunging more than 1,000 feet over a massive cliff toward the Tye River.
Visitors can catch the first overlook of the falls down an easy-to-navigate,
paved trail just a few hundred feet from the parking area. A more rigorous
hike along a 3-mile trail includes four other overlooks. 4
Saunders Brothers Inc. | Comprising a 150-acre wholesale nursery, a
125-acre orchard and a farm market, Saunders Brothers in Piney River
is a local favorite for fresh-picked fruit and vegetables, homemade jams,
jellies, pies and other baked goods made in their own kitchen. 5
Virginia Blue Ridge Railway Trail | This 7-mile trail follows along the
Piney and Tye rivers, charting the path of the former Virginia Blue Ridge
Railway. It is open for hiking, biking and horseback riding year-round. 6
Bold Rock Hard Cider | Since its founding in 2012, Bold Rock Cider
has taken the East Coast by storm. Virginia native John Washburn,
who owns a 50-acre homestead in Nelson County, and New Zealand
cider-maker Brian Shanks, together produce and sell ciders with
names such as Virginia Apple, Carolina Apple and Virginia Draft.
Visit the tasting room, take a self-guided tour to watch the bottling
process or check out the Cider Museum. 7
Rockfish Valley Natural History Center | Produced in association
with The Virginia Museum of Natural History, this center offers the
opportunity to discover the natural history of Virginia through rotating
exhibits. The center is housed in a historic building, Wintergreen
Country Store, which started as a one-room, three-bay general store
with a porch, built in 1908-1909. 8
Wild Wolf Brewing Company | Established in 2011, Wild Wolf
features a restaurant where a variety of hand-crafted beers and food
made from locally sourced ingredients are served seven days a week
in a renovated century-old schoolhouse with sweeping views of the
surrounding mountains. The property also includes a biergarten with
a gazebo, koi pond and functioning water wheel, a sports bar and a
15-barrel brewing facility. 9

CRABTREE FALLS IN AUTUMN. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF LISA SHANNON - NELSON
COUNTY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND TOURISM)
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Tuckahoe Antiques | An antique mall for nearly three decades, the
building that houses it was originally an apple-packing shed built in
1939. The 10,000-square-foot space boasts items that run the gamut
from early American furniture and collectible glassware to original
paintings and more. 10

Stedman House

Wild Wolf Brewing Co.

Serving Virginia since 1944, we are
Virginia’s oldest Interior Design firm
with offices in Charlottesville, Roanoke,
and Wintergreen. Come visit us for
high-quality upholstery, furnishings,
antiques, accessories and gifts! Our
Wintergreen showroom is located in
the valley below Wintergreen Resort,
we are your source for all things
interior!
Mon-Fri 9am – 5pm, Sat 10am – 3pm

A restaurant and brewery featuring
local ingredients with both vegetarian
and gluten free options. Our specialties
are hickory smoked meats and award
winning beer! Bring the kids and your
canine companions to experience the
many unique features that make this
brewery a must-see destination. Visit
our website for current specials and
events! Located along the Brew Ridge
Trail in Nelson County.

2788 Rockfish Valley Highway
Nellysford, VA 22958

2461 Rockfish Valley Highway
Nellysford, VA 22958

434.361.2560

434.361.0088

stedmanhouse.com

wildwolfbeer.com

Rockfish Gap
Country Store

Greenwood
Antiques & Uniques

A scenic three-mile drive off of I-64 to the
base of Afton Mountain brings you to the
historic Store. Nearly 50 vendors fill the
7,500 sq.ft. building with Virginia wines,
novelty candies, local artisans, vintage
jewelry and antiques. Also find the largest
collection of April Cornell linens in Virginia.
Come see why generations have been
coming to visit the Rockfish Store for over
50 years! Open daily 10am – 5pm.

Take a beautiful five-minute drive from
the Rockfish Gap Country Store to our
sister store, Greenwood Antiques
& Uniques. Day-trippers will be
charmed by the eclectic mix of trendy,
refinished and repurposed furniture,
along with architectural salvage and
antique finds in our newly restored
space. Open everyday, 10am – 5pm.

8860 Rockfish Gap Turnpike
Afton, VA 22920

7572 Greenwood Station Road
Greenwood, VA 22943

540.456.6112

540.456.4681

rockfishgapcountrystore.com

greenwoodantiquesuniques.com

Bold Rock Hard Cider

Silverback Distillery

The Bold Rock Cidery in Nellysford,
VA pairs world class hard cider
with a setting and scenery to match.
Crushed and crafted in the heart of
Central Virginia, award-winning Bold
Rock Hard Cider offers unparalleled
drinkability. Join us at the Cidery
Monday – Sunday, 11am – 6pm to
taste all the varieties of Bold Rock
Hard Cider, grab a bite to eat from our
kitchen, and relax in the foothills of the
Blue Ridge Mountains.

Surrounded by mountains and the
Rockfish River, Silverback Distillery
produces distinct and flavorful spirits
through a perfect mix of Virginia grains,
pure water and American craftsmanship.
We currently produce our aggressive
Beringei Vodka, our Blackback White
whiskey, and our flavorful Strange
Monkey Gin which made the top 10 list
of best Gins in the world. Rye whiskey
and bourbon are on the way. Visit our
website for hours of operation.

1020 Rockfish Valley Highway
Nellysford, VA 22958

9374 Rockfish Valley Highway
Afton, VA 22920

434.361.1030

540.456.7070

boldrock.com

sbdistillery.com
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Hill Top Berry Farm & Winery | This combination pick-yourown-berries farm and winery offers the chance to taste small-batch,
handcrafted wines made from fruits other than grapes — blueberries,
blackberries, plums, apples, peaches and elderberries — as well as
authentic honey mead. Its annual Blackberry Harvest and Music Festival
is held every first Saturday in August. 11
Rockfish One Fifty-One Pub | Enjoy a taste of Ireland at this pub, which
takes its name from its perch alongside Virginia state Route 151. A large
outdoor playground provides a great outlet for kids, while adults can
savor traditional Irish fare with a beverage made by local brewers, vintners
and distillers. Summer weekends feature live outdoor entertainment. 12
Silverback Distillery | Producing American bourbon, whiskey, gin and
vodka made from Virginia-grown grains, Silverback Distillery’s unique
distillation process utilizes geothermal technologies for chilling and
heating water — just one of the many energy-conserving practices it
employs. Silverback offers samples of its spirits at its tasting room. 13
Veritas Vineyard & Winery | A family-owned vineyard at the base of
the Blue Ridge Mountains, Veritas offers tastings of its reds, whites and
blends, as well as tours of its winery by appointment. Visitors are also
welcome to bring their own picnics and enjoy the unobstructed views
of the Blue Ridge Mountains. 14
Blue Mountain Brewery | Pioneers of craft brewing in central Virginia,
Blue Mountain Brewery’s location near the Blue Ridge Mountains affords
visitors beautiful views, while its restaurant cooks up casual fare to enjoy
alongside a cold pint made from hops grown right on its farm. 15
Rockfish Gap Country Store | Originally built in the 1930s as a fruitpacking shed for local farmers, this country store now offers an eclectic
mix of merchandise, including antiques, Virginia-made goods and wines,
novelty candies, original paintings by Virginia artists, and the largest
collection of April Cornell linens in Virginia. 16
Pollak Vineyards | With 27 acres of grapevines, this family-owned
vineyard produces wines from French vinifera varieties that also capture
the terroir of Virginia. Visitors to the tasting room and patio can take
in Blue Ridge Mountain views while enjoying samples and hearing the
stories behind the wines. 17
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LEFT - WOODS MILL AERIAL VIEW. LOOKING NORTH AT RT. 29 AND RT. 6 INTERSECT AT WOODS MILL IN NELSON COUNTY. THE ROADS ARE FLOODED AND LITTERED
WITH DEBRIS FROM THE OVERFLOWN ROCKFISH RIVER. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF LIBRARY OF VIRGINIA, NO. 69-2143, VIRGINIA GOVERNOR’S NEGATIVE
COLLECTION.) RIGHT - AERIAL VIEW OF SCHUYLER DAM. THE SCHUYLER BRIDGE AND HYDROELECTRIC DAM ON THE ROCKFISH RIVER WERE WASHED OUT BY THE
HURRICANE FORCES. THE BRIDGE AND POWERHOUSE HAVE WASHED DOWN RIVER, BUT THE SMOKE STACK REMAINS IN PLACE. LOCATED AT THE INTERSECTION OF RT.
617 AND RT. 693 IN NELSON COUNTY. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF LIBRARY OF VIRGINIA, NO. 69-2318, VIRGINIA GOVERNOR’S NEGATIVE COLLECTION.)

Local Lore | On August 19, 1969, the remnants of Hurricane
Camille — a Category 5 storm — came barrelling into Nelson
County, bringing torrential rainstorms that dumped well over 2
feet of water in just eight hours — one of the heaviest rainfalls
ever recorded. Miles of roads, and more than 100 bridges and 900
buildings were washed away or buried. The Tye River flooded,
sending its waters into the James River and causing the James to
flow upstream for 8 miles.

In the storm’s aftermath, flash floods and landslides had left over
100 people dead, more than 100 injured, with many others missing
and never found. The damage surpassed $100 million, and Nelson
County was left cut off from the rest of Virginia, and in many ways
the world, for weeks.
Visitors interested in learning more about the havoc Hurricane
Camille wreaked on Nelson County can visit Oakland, Nelson
County’s Museum of Rural History, on U.S. Route 29 in Arrington,
south of Lovingston.

OVERTURNED HOME IN NELSON. THIS NELSON COUNTY HOME HAS BEEN TURNED ON ITS SIDE BY THE HURRICANE FORCES. LOCATED ON RT. 655 AT ROSELAND NEAR
THE TYE RIVER. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF LIBRARY OF VIRGINIA, NO. 69-2345, VIRGINIA GOVERNOR’S NEGATIVE COLLECTION.)
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Montpelier | The home of James Madison, the fourth president of
the United States, Montpelier offers visitors the opportunity to learn
about James and Dolley Madison and tour their stately mansion
in Virginia’s Piedmont region. The home underwent an extensive
renovation in recent years, and visitors can witness archaeological
digs continuing at the property. 1
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Located northeast of Charlottesville, Orange County is rich in
history and natural beauty, with expanses of rolling, open farmland and
blue-hued mountain vistas capped with Virginia’s quintessential green
tree canopy. A day trip to Orange County offers visitors an enjoyable mix
of historical and cultural attractions, fine dining and small-town charm.
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DOWNTOWN ORANGE FESTIVAL. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF ORANGE COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF TOURISM)

Fall Fiber Festival & Montpelier Sheep Dog Trials | Held in early
October each year at Montpelier, this festival features workshops for adults
and children, animal exhibits, sheep dog trials, hands-on demonstrations,
a fleece sale, fiber and crafts vendors and music. 4
Montpelier Hunt Races | The first Saturday in November each year,
Montpelier hosts Virginia’s premier equestrian event, a day of races that
is an official part of the National Steeplechase Association circuit. This
event is an homage to the du Pont family’s tenure as owners of Montpelier
at a time when thoroughbred racing was an integral part of the estate.
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Food and beverages are available for purchase. For information and
tickets, visit montpelierraces.org. 1
The Market at Grelen | This casual, family-friendly café, farm market,
garden shop and event venue space is located at Grelen Nursery, a 600acre farm and one of the largest tree nurseries in the Commonwealth
of Virginia. Enjoy lunch featuring locally grown ingredients, which
can be paired with Virginia-crafted ciders, beers and wines. Then take
a walk on one of the property’s several trails, which connect to the
network of trails surrounding Montpelier. 5

DAY TRIPPING
HORSES IN THE SNOW. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF JULIA CASE AND THE CHARLOTTESVILLE ALBEMARLE CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU)

Town of Orange | With a population of about 5,000, Orange serves as
the small-town hub of Orange County. 6
The Arts Center in Orange | On East Main Street in Orange, the
Arts Center aims to enrich its community by offering gallery, venue
and classroom space. With eight shows annually, the gallery’s exhibit
space displays the work of emerging artists. At the Gallery Shop, take
home artwork created by Virginia artists, including paintings, pottery,
sculpture, fiber art, glassware, metalwork and jewelry. 7
Orange County Tourism and Visitors Bureau | Located in the Orange
Train Station on Main Street, this visitors center offers a wealth of
information about attractions in Orange County. 8
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Waugh Enterprises Harley-Davidson | The oldest Harley-Davidson®
dealership in Virginia, this family-run shop offers 10,000 square feet
of showroom space, as well as separate areas dedicated to service, parts,
accessories and clothing. 9
Inn at Willow Grove | An 18th-century plantation house on a 40-acre
estate, this inn’s Vintage Restaurant and Pub is open to the public and
specializes in casual fine dining for dinner and Sunday brunch. 10
Inn at Meander Plantation | While breakfast at this inn is reserved for
overnight guests, the four-course dinner is open to the public. The inn
serves exclusively Virginia wines, curating a selection of the finest the
Commonwealth has to offer. 11

Gordonsville | Midway between James Madison’s Montpelier and Thomas
Jefferson’s Monticello is the town of Gordonsville, whose downtown
historic district features quaint shops and a variety of eateries. 12
The Exchange Hotel – Civil War Medical Museum | Prior to the Civil
War, from its spot at the crossroads of the Virginia Central Railroad and the
Alexandria Railroad, the Exchange Hotel offered railway travelers a welcome
respite on their journeys. Once war flared, the hotel was transformed into
the Gordonsville Receiving Hospital, where 70,000 soldiers — both Union
and Confederate — received treatment. After the war, the building served as
a Freedman’s Bureau for newly freed slaves. Now, it is the Commonwealth’s
only standing Civil War receiving hospital, and visitors can view the
museum’s extensive collection of Civil War-era medical care artifacts. 13
Barbeque Exchange | Right across the railroad tracks from The Exchange
Hotel, Chef Craig Hartman and the BBQX crew focus on crafting authentic
Virginia barbeque, and their efforts have landed the restaurant on both the
Food Network and the Cooking Channel. The meat is wood-smoked on
green hickory, and the sides — including coleslaw, macaroni and cheese,
potato salad, pickles, cornbread and baked beans — are just as delicious. 14
Restaurant Pomme | For classic French fare, try this restaurant in
historic downtown Gordonsville. Whether you are in the mood for

lunch, dinner or Sunday brunch, the restaurant offers an authentic
taste of France, from its menu to its décor. 15
Laurie Holladay Interiors | At her shop in downtown Gordonsville,
Laurie Holladay offers a curated selection of home furnishings, continuing
in the tradition of her parents, Laurel and Leonard LaPlaca, who owned
a furniture and lamp shop in New Jersey for 60 years. 16
Krecek Kakes Bakery & Coffeeshop | This family-run bakery in
downtown Gordonsville serves up homemade cakes and breads and other
freshly baked confections to enjoy with a cup of tea or a latte. 17
Oakland Heights Farm | A scenic horse farm in Orange County, Oakland
Heights offers guided trail rides that crisscross Civil War camping and
battlegrounds. Oakland Heights also hosts horse shows and bull-riding
events throughout the year. 18
Barboursville Ruins | Originally designed by Thomas Jefferson for his
friend James Barbour — Virginia governor, U.S. senator and Secretary
of War — the Barboursville mansion was destroyed by fire on Christmas
Day 1884. Its ruins evoke the grand neoclassical architecture of the early
19th century and the area’s plantation homes. 19
Discover Charlottesville
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MONTPELIER SHEEP DOG TRIALS. (PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY OF JUDY BIAS)

DAY TRIPPING
Barboursville Vineyards & Palladio Restaurant | This vineyard and its
restaurant are a darling of not only Orange County but all of Virginia.
Through the work of Luca Paschina, its resident winemaker since 1990,
Barboursville has been on the forefront of Virginia’s emergence as a wine
powerhouse. The fine-dining Palladio Restaurant serves lunch and dinner
featuring Northern Italian cuisine. 20

WAITER CARRIER. (PAINTING COURTESY OF ORANGE COUNTY DEPARTMENT
OF TOURISM)

Local Lore | In the late 1800s, Gordonsville earned the nickname “The Fried Chicken Capital of the World” when a group
of entrepreneuring African-American women began selling fried
chicken along with Southern biscuits to train passengers stopped
at the railway crossroads in the town, serving them by lifting
trays of food up to the train car windows.
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Horton Vineyards | Horton Vineyards has been producing wine since
the early 1990s and is considered one of the most innovative wineries in
the country. Plantings of Bordeaux, Portuguese and Spanish varietals as
well as additional varietals of the Rhone Valley can be found among its 55
acres on Route 33 in Barboursville. Visitors can taste Horton’s signature
Viognier amongst other wines in the wonderful vaulted-ceiling tasting
room, and then take a tour of the stunning stone underground cellars. 21
Stonefire Kitchen | Part of Stonefire Station on Route 33 in Barboursville,
Stonefire Kitchen offers lunch and dinner options including sandwiches,
salads, soups, sides and entrées. Visitors can pick up picnic baskets to
bring along for a day of touring wine country, or baskets perfect for giftgiving. Stonefire Station also houses a market where local wine, beer and
cider is available for purchase, and serves as a unique wedding venue. 22

The Alpaca Boutique
...and More!
Discover the soft luxury and warmth
of alpaca clothing without the prickle
often found in wool. This apparel is
lightweight and easy to layer making it
clothing for all seasons. Sales associates
will help you make the ‘right’ choice
whether the purchase is a gift or a treat
for yourself. Your clothing purchase
will be of the highest quality and at the
forefront of today’s fashion choices.
107 S. Main Street
Gordonsville, VA 22942

107 S. Main Street
Gordonsville, VA 22942

540.832.3075

540.832.3076

thealpacaboutique.com

THE EXCHANGE HOTEL
CIVIL WAR MEDICAL MUSEUM

Sara’s Jewel Box
An offering of wearable art handcrafted
by female artisans from imaginative
blends of materials and methods ... for
that finishing touch! These distinctive
combinations of metals, glass, beads
and stones will inspire notice and
comments wherever you wear them.
They are complemented by pieces
selected from the collections at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art/NYC and
the Smithsonian/DC, offering classical
as well as trendy options.

sarasjewelbox.com

The Exchange Hotel

BBQ Exchange

The Civil War Museum at the
Exchange Hotel is a museum
containing exhibitions on the history
of Gordonsville as a railroad town, the
elegance of the Exchange Hotel and its
transformation and remarkable history
as the Gordonsville Receiving Hospital
and a Freedman’s Bureau, with its
medical and Civil War artifacts. Open
year round. Closed for Thanksgiving
and Christmas.

Featuring hickory-smoked, slow-roasted
pork shoulders, spareribs, beef brisket
& chicken. Our meats are dry cured,
smoked in our specialized cooker &
served with homemade sauces, fresh
breads & sides like hushpuppies, mac &
cheese & collard greens. Service is
quick-counter & take-out style with a
Virginia genteelness. The rustic building
is warm & inviting, furnished with picnic
tables lending to the comfortable family
experience. Open daily 11am – 8pm.

400 S. Main Street
Gordonsville, VA 22942

106 Martinsburg Avenue
Gordonsville, VA 22942

540.832.2944

540.832.0227

hgiexchange.com

bbqex.com

Barboursville Vineyards

Restaurant Pomme

Situated along the foothills of the
Southwest Mountains for nearly four
decades, Barboursville Vineyards is
one of the most prestigious wineries in
the state. Enjoy tasting award-winning
wines, dine at the acclaimed Palladio
Restaurant, or make it a weekend by
staying at The 1804 Inn & Cottages. Be
sure to spend some time touring the
landscape and historic ruins on the
property. Open Mon-Sat 10am – 5pm,
Sun 11am – 5pm.

Nestled in the foothills of the Blue
Ridge, in downtown Gordonsville,
Virginia, Restaurant Pomme provides
an authentic classic French dining
experience and award winning wine list.
The restaurant welcomes diners and
guests to a warm and inviting recreation
of the French country side-from food to
decor. Whether on a day trip or gathering
with friends and family, we wish to share
our passion of food and wine with you.
À votre santé et bon appétit.

17655 Winery Road
Barboursville, VA 22923

115 S. Main Street
Gordonsville, VA 22942

540.832.3824

540.832.0130

bbvwine.com

restaurant-pomme.com
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Skyline Drive &
Shenandoah Valley
A magic trick of nature awaits visitors
to the Shenandoah Valley: The foliage of the
region’s lush, forested terrain releases tiny
particles, which react with ozone to form new
particles that scatter blue light from the sun like
a million invisible prisms, creating the famous
azure haze that gives the Blue Ridge its name.
The Shenandoah Valley is a 200-mile
region stretching from Harpers Ferry, West
Virginia, to Roanoke, Virginia, and bordered
by the Blue Ridge Mountains to the east and the
Allegheny Mountains to the west. The Valley,
as Virginians call it, is rich with history and
proud rural traditions. A vital agricultural hub
for the state — providing bountiful vegetables,
meat and eggs from farms large and small —
it is home to several notable cities, including
Roanoke, Staunton and Harrisonburg.
Skyline Drive to Big Meadows Lodge | The
105-mile Skyline Drive runs north and south
along the backbone of the Blue Ridge Mountains
in Shenandoah National Park. The lone public
road in the park, it climbs to a height of 3,680
feet above sea level and offers 75 overlooks with
picture-postcard panoramas of the Shenandoah
Valley to the west and the foothills of the Blue
Ridge to the east. Skyline Drive boasts more
than 500 miles of hiking trails as well as several
campgrounds, cabins and lodges that provide a
home base for outdoor fun.
Four entrances give access to Skyline Drive
and Shenandoah National Park: at Front Royal,
via I-66 and Route 340; Thornton Gap, via
Route 211; Swift Run Gap, via Route 33; and
Rockfish Gap, via I-64 and Route 250. 1
SHENANDOAH NATIONAL PARK. (PHOTOGRAPH
COURTESY OF SHENANDOAH NATIONAL PARK)
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Big Meadows Lodge | Named after the large, grassy meadow at nearby
milepost 51 on Skyline Drive, the lodge sits on 10 acres with the
highest concentration of rare plants in Shenandoah National Park as
well as the park’s most visible and studied wetland.
Built in 1939 from Massanutten Mountain stones and native
chestnut paneling, the Big Meadows Lodge is open from mid-May
through the end of October when visitors can reserve rooms inside the
lodge or several rustic cabins.
The lodge’s Spottswood Dining Room serves three meals a day
from mid-May to early November. In the New Market Taproom,
visitors can relax with a specialty drink, beer or glass of local wine and
take in the nightly, family-friendly entertainment. 2
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Shenandoah National Park was established in 1935 and included
more than 3,000 individual tracts of land. Creating the park
displaced at least 500 families, some of whom had lived on their
land for generations, often resulting in the dismantling of their
homesteads, which were covered with transplanted vegetation.
In the ensuing decades, a greater understanding slowly grew of
the lives that were disrupted. Today, park visitors can see the
Corbin Cabin, one of only a few partial structures that survive.

33
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Local Lore | The official groundbreaking for Skyline Drive
took place July 18, 1931. In 1933, teams from the Civilian
Conservation Corps began working on the project, grading the
slopes on either side of the roadway; building guardrails and
walls; constructing overlooks; planting trees, shrubs and grass;
building picnic areas, campgrounds and visitor stations.

Elkton
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Waynesboro

Appalachian
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64
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Harry F. Byrd Sr. Visitor Center | Also at milepost 51 in Big Meadows
and open daily, this facility features movies and exhibits, which tell the
story of the park’s creation and the issues it faces today. Other amenities
include restrooms, an information desk, a bookstore, ranger programs,
backcountry permits, maps and first aid. 3
Massanutten Resort | Perched just northwest of Shenandoah National
Park, this family-friendly, four-season resort offers skiing, swimming,
fishing and hiking. Visitors need not stay at the resort to enjoy its many
activities. The waterpark includes indoor and outdoor pools and water
features, as well as an arcade and eatery. Massanutten abounds in dining
choices, including fine dining at Fareways Restaurant and Lounge or more
casual fare at Virginia Barbeque & Pizza Co. and the Hideaway Lounge. 4
Grand Caverns | Discovered by a trapper in 1804 and opened for tours in
1806, Grand Caverns, near the town of Grottoes, is the oldest continually
operating show cave in the country and was declared a National Natural
Landmark in 1973. Features have names like Persian Palace, Dante’s Inferno,
Bridal Chamber and the Grand Ball Room, where dances were held in the
1800s. The signatures of hundreds of Civil War soldiers adorn the cave’s walls.
Surrounding the caverns is a park with hiking and biking trails, an
Olympic-sized swimming pool, an 18-hole miniature golf course, and
plenty of picnic tables and shelters. 5
Seven Arrows Brewery | This brewery takes its name from a Native
American blessing that references the concept of the Four Directions,
symbols of sacred wisdom. The brewery’s logo is a stylized compass,
signifying the four directions as well as the four main ingredients of beer.
The brewery aims for a relaxed atmosphere, offering beers that include
Aurora Pils, Boreal Amber and Eventide IPA. 6
Green Leaf Grill | For a taste of the Big Easy, this Waynesboro restaurant
serves up New Orleans-inspired fare such as crawfish étouffée and seafood
gumbo. The menu also features vegetarian options, creative comfort food
and gourmet pizzas, as well as locally produced wine and beer. 7
P. Buckley Moss Museum | On West Main Street in historic downtown
Waynesboro, this museum shares the life and art of Patricia Buckley Moss,
who settled in the area in the 1960s and went on to have a thriving art
career, in which, working in various media, she often portrayed life in the
Shenandoah Valley. The museum opened in 1989 and includes educational
exhibitions, lectures, permanent collections and archival files. 8
Shenandoah Valley Art Center | With educational studios, art groups,
classes and exhibits, this art center in downtown Waynesboro offers
artists and art lovers alike a place to immerse themselves in paintings,
pottery, prints and more. 9
Discover Charlottesville
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PIPPIN HILL FARM AND VINEYARDS WEDDING. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF JEN FARIELLO AND THE CHARLOTTESVILLE ALBEMARLE CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU)

SAYING I DO
Lush farmland and rolling hills that give way to majestic mountain
ridgelines, historic homes and churches hewn from brick and stone,
vineyards with row upon row of neatly trimmed vines — such elements
of the Charlottesville area landscape have won the hearts of visitors for
centuries and more recently have drawn a new kind of visitor: couples
looking for the perfect place to marry.
With Charlottesville’s growing popularity as a wedding destination,
the city boasts a network of professionals — including caterers, planners
and photographers — who specialize in creating a memorable wedding
day, and the city and its environs offer numerous options, from vineyards
to churches to one-of-a-kind spots, to host the ideal wedding.
Churches | Couples seeking the traditional beauty of a church wedding can
choose from a number of options in Charlottesville, including St. Thomas
Aquinas University Parish and the Chapel at the University of Virginia,
as well as the rural beauty of Grace Episcopal Church in Keswick.
104
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Vineyards | Dozens of vineyards surrounding Charlottesville — all offering
extraordinary vistas and settings — provide wedding venues. Among the
most popular are King Family Vineyards in Crozet, Pippin Hill Farm &
Vineyards in North Garden, Veritas Vineyard & Winery in Afton, Keswick
Vineyards in Keswick and Trump Winery south of Charlottesville. For
more about area vineyards, visit monticellowinetrail.com.
Inns | Many couples enjoy the unique amenities available at the area’s
inns, including Clifton Inn, set on 100 acres in Keswick, and Boar’s
Head Inn, nestled on 573 acres on the western outskirts of Charlottesville.
Additional Venues | Those wanting an out-of-the-ordinary locale for
their wedding day could opt for nuptials surrounded by the history of
President James Monroe’s Ash Lawn-Highland, or the 360-degree view
and rustic barn at Panorama Farms in Earlysville. And for those interested
in reception space within the city, check out The Space Downtown, Old
Metropolitan Hall or The Paramount Theater.

Megan Hensley
and
Walter Slawski

SAYING I DO
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Walter is the owner of The Shebeen Pub & Braai and The Catering Outfit, which provided the food for the wedding.
The menu featured a shrimp and oyster bar, as well as assorted meats that were smoked on-site.

The Details
Event Planner The couple
Ceremony and reception venue
Private residence in Keswick
Officiant Greg Cooley
Catering The Catering Outfit
Flowers Southern Blooms by Pat's Floral Designs
Pastries Albemarle Baking Company
Dress Sealed With A Kiss
Hair and makeup Chelsie Woodson
of Moxie Hair & Body Lounge
Tent and lighting Skyline Tent Company
Photography Robert Radifera
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The Details

Dru
Kawamoto
and
Jonathan
Gokey

Coordinator
Rachel Ruppert,			
The Boar’s Head Inn
Ceremony
UVA Chapel
Reception
The Boar’s Head Inn
Officiant
Daniel Reaves, 		
Friend of the Bride & Groom
Caterer
The Boar’s Head Inn
Flowers
LynnVale Studios
Cake
The Boar’s Head Inn
Hair
Vanda, Bristles Hair Design
Band
Rick Haggard Entertainment
Photography
Mike Topham

SAYING I DO

REAL WEDDINGS

Laura Hussey
& Tim Lee

King Family Vineyards
Photography by JMK Photo
Courtesy of: The Wedding Planner of Charlottesville & Central Virginia

THE DETAILS
King Family Vineyards
JMK Photo
CATERER Harvest Moon Catering
CAKE Paradox Pastry
CEREMONY/ RECEPTION VENUE
PHOTOGRAPHER

INVITATION, SAVE THE DATE AND MONOGRAM

Lauren Chism Fine Papers out of Dallas
PROGRAM & MENU DIY with Calligraphy by Abby Farson Pratt
FLORALS The Arrangement Company
HAIR/MAKEUP Ave 42
COORDINATOR Amanda Gray, Ashley Baber Weddings
DRESS Le Spose di Gio, The Wedding Shoppe, Wayne, PA
CEREMONY MUSICIANS Afton String Quartet
RECEPTION BAND 10 Spot

ALMOST SPRING. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF CHARLOTTESVILLE ALBEMARLE CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU)

TURNING LOCAL
America is discovering what locals have known all along:
Charlottesville is a special place. In 2014 alone, Charlottesville was
named one of the country’s 5 New Foodie Cities by Wine Enthusiast
Magazine, the Top College Town in America by Travelers Today and
America’s happiest city by the U.S. National Bureau of Economic
Research. These publications all zero in on some of the city’s exceptional
traits — its natural beauty, low crime rates, ample jobs and vibrant
local economy, as well as its educated and affluent workforce. Given
such qualities, it follows that many are choosing Charlottesville as
their place to live, work and set down roots.
Major Employers | Many different types of work bring people to
Charlottesville, including health care, government and data analysis.
Here are some of the top and growing employers:
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University of Virginia Health System | UVA has a tradition of
medical education dating back to the founding of the university, and
its medical school is considered among the best in the nation. The
hospitals, clinics and laboratories in the Greater Charlottesville area
that underpin this academic institution are known as the UVA Health
System — the largest employer in Charlottesville.
SNL Financial | This firm provides financial news, data and analysis
for the financial services, real estate, energy, media and communication
sectors. Purchased by McGraw Hill in 2015, its headquarters is just off
the historic Downtown Mall.
WillowTree | This mobile application developer based in downtown
Charlottesville has been expanding by leaps and bounds in recent
years, developing Android, iPhone and mobile Web apps.

TURNING LOCAL
Schools | As the birthplace of public higher education in America,
Charlottesville is proud to host many exceptional schools across the
spectrum of education, from preschool through doctoral work.
University of Virginia | Founded by U.S. president Thomas Jefferson,
UVA revolutionized higher education in America as the country’s
first nonsectarian university. Nearly 200 years after its founding, it is
considered by The Princeton Review as the No. 1 public university for
affordability, academics and career prospects.
Piedmont Virginia Community College | A nonresidential, two-year
institution of higher education, PVCC serves Central Virginia —
principally residents of Charlottesville and the surrounding counties of
Albemarle, Buckingham, Fluvanna, Greene, Louisa and Nelson. Each
year, more than 500 of its students successfully transfer to a four-year
college or university to pursue a bachelor’s degree.
Charlottesville City Schools | The city’s six elementary schools, one
upper elementary school, one middle school and one high school have
a collective enrollment of roughly 4,000 students. The school system
includes more than 420 teachers, 67% of whom hold advanced degrees.
All the elementary schools offer preschool, and Charlottesville High
School offers more than 30 college-level courses.
Private schools | Charlottesville is also home to many distinguished
private schools for elementary through high school students, including
St. Anne’s-Belfield School, Peabody School, Tandem Friends School,
Mountaintop Montessori, Charlottesville Waldorf School, The Covenant
School and Charlottesville Day School, among many others.
Spotlight | Putting Down Roots in Charlottesville
As you meet residents of Charlottesville and discover how they
came to be living here, you’ll hear a few common themes: they were
born here and returned after some time away, they chose this city for
retirement, or they originally came here for school and decided to
make Charlottesville their permanent home.
The latter was the case for Alida and Martin Couric. Martin was born
and raised in Arlington, Virginia, while Alida hailed from Charleston,
South Carolina. Each moved to Charlottesville in 2003 to attend UVA,
and both were struck by the beauty of their new home.
“We had both visited UVA as children, so our first impressions
were from walking on the gorgeous campus,” Alida says. “It seemed
like a safe and welcoming place for students.”
Alida and Martin were in the third year of their undergraduate degrees
when they met, and a year later, when their studies were complete, they
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ALIDA AND MARTIN COURIC.

moved on, first to Washington, D.C., and then to Northern Virginia —
the area of the state adjacent to D.C. They spent six years there but
found themselves thinking often about Charlottesville, especially as the
weddings of several friends brought them back to the city.
“We kept thinking about how happy we were every time we were
in town,” Alida recalls. “What started out as a ‘what if we moved here’
conversation quickly transpired into house hunting and job searching.”
Alida ended up with a position as senior program manager for
corporate planning and support at the aforementioned SNL Financial.
Martin expanded his business with Northwestern Mutual as a financial
planner. Both were impressed with the employment options available
for motivated professionals.
“Charlottesville has a quickly growing population of young
professionals,” Martin says. “It’s a great place to run a small business, and
more and more people are trying to move down here.”
The couple found a home in the Greenbrier neighborhood on a street
that runs parallel to the Rivanna River trail — a walking trail popular
with locals that encircles the city. Alida and Martin regularly go for a run
through their neighborhood and along the Rivanna.
“We love how there is so much wildlife and how many trees
there are,” Alida says. “We take our dog walking and swimming along
the Riverbend side of the Rivanna, and we’ll also walk through our
neighborhood down to McIntire Park.”
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CHARLOTTESVILLE CITY MARKET, WHERE THE LOCALS GATHER. (PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF CHARLOTTESVILLE ALBEMARLE CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU)

The couple enjoys Charlottesville’s thriving culinary scene and arts
culture, heading to the Downtown Mall for the weekly musical acts
at the Fridays After Five series or to the Belmont neighborhood for
dinner at their favorite restaurant, an Italian eatery called Tavola.
“It is certainly a ‘foodie’ town and also brings in a ton of great
music,” Martin says. “There is always a lot going on, but we love how
it has a small-town feel.”
“We came back to Charlottesville because we wanted to make a
change,” Alida observes. “In many ways, we moved here on a whim that
ended up working out perfectly.”
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Hospitals + Health Care | For a city of its modest size, Charlottesville is
fortunate to have two outstanding hospitals as well as an array of primary
care physicians and specialists in private practices.
UVA Health System | The academic health care system associated with
the University of Virginia includes University Hospital and its subsection,
UVA Children’s Hospital, as well as a host of primary and specialty
care clinics within Charlottesville and throughout its surrounding
communities. With a Level I trauma center, nationally recognized cancer
and heart centers, and with physicians routinely named among the best

in America by publications such as U.S. News & World Report, UVA has
earned a reputation for leading-edge clinical care and research.
Sentara Martha Jefferson Hospital | Founded in 1903 by local
physicians, Martha Jefferson Hospital has been a cornerstone of health care
in the Charlottesville community for more than a century. In 2012, Martha
Jefferson opened a brand new, LEED-certified, 176-bed hospital on Pantops
Mountain in southeastern Charlottesville featuring all private rooms.
Retirement | Charlottesville’s temperate climate, rich history, strong medical
network and approachable size make it a great place to retire, and people
from all over the United States are choosing to do just that. There are many
retirement communities in and around Charlottesville providing a plethora
of options for those embarking on a new chapter in a new phase of life.
Our Lady of Peace | This seniors apartment community, adjacent to
several residential neighborhoods and the Church of the Incarnation
on Hillsdale Road near U.S. Route 29, offers seven floor plans and
assisted living, memory care and skilled nursing care options. A peek at
its monthly calendar — available online — suggests that residents have
plenty of groups, outings and events to choose from each day.
Westminster Canterbury of the Blue Ridge | This 56-acre community
on Pantops Mountain includes independent living cottages and apartments,
as well as assisted living, memory care and skilled nursing care options. The
community also includes a 16,000-square-foot Fitness and Aquatics Center.
Spotlight | Retiring in Charlottesville
While it was her grandson who originally inspired Karen Love to relocate
to Charlottesville for retirement, the city itself quickly enchanted her.
“I talk up Charlottesville to anybody who wants to hear about it,
because I just think it’s terrific,” says Karen, a resident of Charlottesville
for three years and counting who decided to relocate here after 40 years
in Wyoming, where she had raised her children and taught English at a
community college. After retiring, and with both of her children grown
and living on the East Coast, Karen found herself at loose ends.
“‘Why am I sitting out here wondering what to do with myself?’ she
recalls thinking. “‘I’m going to go be near my new grandbaby.’”
And that’s just what she did, buying a two-bedroom house near
Albemarle High School on the northwestern edge of Charlottesville. “I never
looked back,” she says. “I’ve been here three years now, and it’s just terrific. It’s
absolutely terrific. I couldn’t have picked a better place. It’s just wonderful.”
Karen relishes spending time with her three-year-old grandson, and
she’s found a plethora of other things to do and see in Charlottesville
and the surrounding area in her free time. “I’m shocked how much
I’ve done in three years,” she says, listing off some of her favorites,
which include attending lectures at UVA’s Miller Center of Public
Affairs, participating in weekly discussion groups at St. Mark Lutheran

KAREN LOVE AND FAMILY.

Church, touring the Fralin Museum of Art at the University of Virginia,
enjoying wine tastings at local wineries, catching Charlottesville
Symphony concerts at UVA’s Old Cabell Hall, and savoring highdefinition broadcasts of the Metropolitan Opera and live Ash Lawn
Opera performances at The Paramount Theater. She also enjoys going
for walks with her grandson at Ivy Creek Natural Area.
For Karen, the vast array of things to do in and near Charlottesville
testifies to the diversity of the people who live here. “It’s really astonishing,
the talented, experienced, well-traveled and well-educated people that
have come here to make their home,” she says. “When you come to a
place like this, it’s like you can refresh yourself and fill yourself up.”
When she was looking to buy a home in Charlottesville, Karen
wanted to be sure she was close to the Senior Center, which offers a
choice of more than 100 programs and a wealth of groups and activities.
While she looks forward to taking full advantage of all the center has to
offer, so far there simply hasn’t been time. “I’m too busy to get over to the
Senior Center!” she says, with a good-natured laugh.
Karen says she is also impressed by the vast array of shops and eateries
in Charlottesville, as well as the accessibility to public transportation —
all of it a far cry from life in Wyoming.
“We’d drive 180 miles each way for a day of shopping,” she explains.
“So this is fabulous for me — I’m five minutes from everything.”
“I feel like it’s a good place to age,” she adds. “I just love it!”
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81

Ash Lawn-Highland
2050 James Monroe Parkway
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.293.8000
ashlawnhighland.org
Carter Mountain Orchard
1435 Carters Mountain Trail
Charlottesville, VA 22901
434.977.1833
cartermountainorchard.com

3

Charlottesville Symphony
University of Virginia
cvillesymphony.org

85

Chiles Peach Orchard
1351 Greenwood Road
Crozet, VA 22932
434.823.1583
chilespeachorchard.com

99

3

103

BC

3

36

9

Exchange Hotel
400 S. Main Street
Gordonsville, VA 22942
540.832.2944 • hgiexchange.com
Fralin Museum of Art
University of Virginia
434.243.5584
virginia.edu/artmuseum
Grand Caverns
5 Grand Caverns Drive
Grottoes, VA 24441
540.249.5705 • 888.430.2283
grandcaverns.com
James Madison’s Montpelier
11350 Constitution Highway
Montpelier Station, VA 22957
540.672.2728 • montpelier.org
Kluge-Ruhe Aboriginal
Art Collection
400 Worrell Drive
Charlottesville, VA 22911
434.244.0234 • kluge-ruhe.org
Main Street Arena
Downtown Mall
230 W. Main Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.817.2400 • mainstarena.com
Massanutten Resort &
Indoor WaterPark
1822 Resort Drive
Massanutten, VA 22840
540.289.9441 • massresort.com

21

Michie Tavern
683 Thomas Jefferson Parkway
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.977.1234 • michietavern.com
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Shenandoah National Park
877.847.1818
goshenandoah.com

21

Thomas Jefferson’s Monticello
931 Thomas Jefferson Parkway
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.984.9800 • monticello.org

2

University of Virginia Arts
virginia.edu/arts

3

Virginia Film Festival
virginiafilmfestival.org

64

Fellini’s
200 W. Market Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.979.4279
felliniscville.com

39

Splendora’s Gelato Cafe
Downtown Mall
317 E. Main Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.296.8555 • splendoras.com

64

Local Restaurant & Catering
824 Hinton Avenue
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.984.9749
thelocal-cville.com

63

Taste of India
Downtown Mall
310 E. Main Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.984.9944 • tasteofindiacvl.com

35

Miller’s Downtown
Downtown Mall
109 W. Main Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.971.8511
millersdowntown.com

63

63

Monsoon Siam
113 W. Market Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.971.1515
monsoonsiamcville.com

Thai Cuisine & Noodle House
Stone Ridge Shopping Center –
Lower Level
2005 Commonwealth Drive
Charlottesville, VA 22901
434.974.1326
thaicuisinecville.com

65

39

Nook Restaurant
Downtown Mall
415 E. Main Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.295.6665 • thenookcville.com

Threepenny Cafe
420 W. Main Street
Charlottesville, VA 22903
434.995.5277
threepennycafe.com

60

65

Paradox Pastry
313 2nd Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.245.2253
paradoxpastrycafe.com

Tin Whistle Irish Pub
609 E. Market Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.202.8387
tinwhistleirishpub.com

61

58

Parallel 38
2055 Bond Street
Charlottesville, VA 22901
434.923.3838 • p38cville.com

Virginian Restaurant
1521 University Avenue
Charlottesville, VA 22903
434.984.4667
thevirginiancville.com

65

64

Plaza Azteca
Seminole Square Shopping
Center
101 Seminole Court
Charlottesville, VA 22901
434.964.1045 • plazaazteca.com

ZoCaLo
Downtown Mall
201 E. Main Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.977.4944
zocalo-restaurant.com

Eateries
62

99

Aberdeen Barn
2015 Holiday Drive
Charlottesville, VA 22901
434.296.4630
aberdeenbarn.com
BBQ Exchange
106 Martinsburg Avenue
Gordonsville, VA 22942
540.832.0227 • bbqex.com

27 & 57 Ben & Jerry’s
Barracks Road Shopping Center
1112 Emmet Street
Charlottesville, VA 22905
434.244.7438
benjerry.com/charlottesville
61

27

61

60

62

Biltmore Restaurant
16 Elliewood Avenue
Charlottesville, VA 22903
434.202.1498
thebiltmorecville.com
Brixx Wood Fired Pizza
Barracks Road Shopping Center
1133 Emmet Street
Charlottesville, VA 22903
434.245.4050 • brixxpizza.com
Citizen Burger Bar
Downtown Mall
212 E. Main Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.979.9944
citizenburgerbar.com
College Inn
1511 University Avenue
Charlottesville, VA 22903
434.977.2710 • thecollegeinn.com
Commonwealth Restaurant &
Skybar
Downtown Mall
422 E. Main Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.202.7728
commonwealthskybar.com

57

Rapture
Downtown Mall
303 E. Main Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.293.9526
rapturerestaurant.com

62 & 99 Restaurant Pomme
115 S. Main Street
Gordonsville, VA 22942
540.832.0130
restaurant-pomme.com
59

Rhett’s River Grill & Raw Bar
2335 Seminole Trail
Charlottesville, VA 22901
434.974.7818 • rhettsrivergrill.com

Organizations
83

Albemarle Tourism and
Adventure Center
5791 Three Notch’d Road
Crozet, VA 22932
visitcharlottesville.org/
adventurecenter

8

Charlottesville Regional
Chamber of Commerce
209 5th Street NE
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.295.3141
cvillechamber.com

33

Downtown Business Association
of Charlottesville
Historic Downtown Mall
downtowncharlottesville.net

87

93

Nelson County Tourism
8519 Thomas Nelson Highway
Lovingston, VA 22949
434.263.7015 • 800.282.8223
nelsoncounty.com
brewridgetrail.com
Orange County Tourism
122 E. Main Street
Orange, VA 22960
540.672.1653 • 877.222.8072
visitorangevirginia.com

25

114

41

Real Estate
7

4

113

90

Bundoran Farm by Natural
Retreats
434.295.3700
bundoranfarm.com

89

McLean Faulconer Inc.
503 Faulconer Drive
Charlottesville, VA 22903
434.295.1131
mcleanfaulconer.com

41

Spring Creek Community
181 Clubhouse Way
Zion Crossroads, VA 22942
540.832.2444
livespringcreek.com

27

Wintergreen Real Estate Co.
3079 Rockfish Valley Highway
Nellysford, VA 22958
434.361.0500 • 800.325.2200
wintergreenrealestate.com

95

Senior Living Communities
114

11

Our Lady of Peace Retirement
Community
751 Hillsdale Drive
Charlottesville, VA 22901
434.973.1155
our-lady-of-peace.com
Westminster Canterbury of the
Blue Ridge
250 Pantops Mountain Road
Charlottesville, VA 22911
434.972.2622
westminstercanterbury.org

89

99

27

Shopping
99

41

Barracks Road Shopping Center
1117 Emmet Street
Charlottesville, VA 22903
barracksroad.com
Circa
1700 Allied Street
Charlottesville, VA 22903
434.295.5760 • circainc.com
C’ville Arts
Downtown Mall
118 E. Main Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.972.9500 • cvillearts.org
Greenwood Antiques & Uniques
7572 Greenwood Station Road
Greenwood, VA 22943
540.456.4681
greenwoodantiquesuniques.com
Jean Theory:
Downtown Mall
101 W. Water Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.296.5326 • jeantheory.com
Lindt Chocolate Shop
Barracks Road Shopping Center
1039 Emmet Street
Charlottesville, VA 22903
434.245.0559 • lindt.com
Market at Grelen
15091 Yager Road
Somerset, VA 22972
540.672.7268
themarketatgrelen.com
Rockfish Gap Country Store
8860 Rockfish Gap Turnpike
Afton, VA 22920
540.456.6112
rockfishgapcountrystore.com
Sara’s Jewel Box
107 S. Main Street
Gordonsville, VA 22942
540.832.3076 • sarasjewelbox.com
Scarpa
Barracks Road Shopping Center North Wing
2114 Barracks Road
Charlottesville, VA 22903
434.296.0040 • thinkscarpa.com

Alpaca Boutique…and More!
107 S. Main Street
Gordonsville, VA 22942
540.832.3075
thealpacaboutique.com

41

Angelo Jewelry
Downtown Mall
220 E. Main Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.971.9256
angelojewelry.com

Spectacle Shop
Downtown Mall
407 E. Main Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.296.8774 • specshop.net

89

Stedman House
2788 Rockfish Valley Highway
Nellysford, VA 22958
434.361.2560 • stedmanhouse.com

41

Telegraph Art & Comics
Downtown Mall
110 Fourth Street NE
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.244.3210
telegraphgallery.com

41

Tuel Jewelers
Downtown Mall
319 E. Main Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.295.4258 • tueljewelers.com

17

UVA Bookstore
400 Emmet Street South
Charlottesville, VA 22903
434.924.3721 • uvabookstore.com

27

Vannesa Luggage
Barracks Road Shopping Center
1108 Emmet Street
Charlottesville, VA 22903
434.977.8561
vannesaluggage.com

27

37

Wineries – Breweries –
Cideries – Distilleries
97 & 99 Barboursville Vineyards
17655 Winery Road
Barboursville, VA 22923
540.832.3824 • bbvwine.com
89

Bold Rock Hard Cider
1020 Rockfish Valley Highway
Nellysford, VA 22958
434.361.1030 • boldrock.com

67

Chestnut Oak Vineyard
5050 Stony Point Road
Barboursville, VA 22923
434.964.9104
chestnutoakvineyard.com

67

Cooper Vineyards
13372 Shannon Hill Road
Louisa, VA 23093
540.894.5474
coopervineyards.com

Virginia Shop
Barracks Road Shopping Center
1047 Emmet Street
Charlottesville, VA 22903
434.977.0080 • thevashop.net

67

Grace Estate Winery
5273 Mount Juliet Farm
Crozet, VA 22932
434.823.1486
graceestatewinery.com

York Place
Downtown Mall
112 W. Main Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.984.4517 • yorkplace.net

67

Early Mountain Vineyards
6109 Wolftown-Hood Road
Madison, VA 22727
540.948.9005
earlymountain.com

67

Jefferson Vineyards
1353 Thomas Jefferson Parkway
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.977.3042
jeffersonvineyards.com

67

Keswick Vineyards
1575 Keswick Winery Drive
Keswick, VA 22947
434.244.3341
keswickvineyards.com

89

Silverback Distillery
9374 Rockfish Valley Highway
Afton, VA 22920
540.456.7070 • sbdistillery.com

Transportation
8 & 70

Camryn Executive Transportation
& Limousine, LLC
434.990.9070 • camryn-limo.com

10

Yellow Cab of Charlottesville
434.295.4131 • cvilletaxi.com

Venues
IBC

Boar’s Head Inn
200 Ednam Drive
Charlottesville, VA 22903
434.296.2181 • 855.452.2295
boarsheadinn.com

37

Paramount Theater
Downtown Mall
215 E. Main Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.979.1333 • theparamount.net

5

South Street Brewery
106 W. South Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
434.293.6550
southstreetbrewery.com

40

Violet Crown Theater
Downtown Mall
200 W. Main Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
violetcrowncinemas.com

70

Virginia Distillery Co.
299 Eades Lane
Lovingston, VA 22949
vadistillery.com

89

Wild Wolf Brewing Co.
2461 Rockfish Valley Highway
Nellysford, VA 22958
434.361.0088 • wildwolfbeer.com
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Craving More?

We’ll be here to welcome you back!

